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Abstract

We study actions of compact quantum groups on type I factors, which may be interpreted as projective
representations of compact quantum groups. We generalize to this setting some of Woronowicz’s
results concerning Peter-Weyl theory for compact quantum groups. The main new phenomenon is
that for general compact quantum groups (more precisely, those which are not of Kac type), not
all irreducible projective representations have to be finite-dimensional. As applications, we consider
the theory of projective representations for the compact quantum groups associated with group von
Neumann algebras of discrete groups, and consider a certain non-trivial projective representation for
quantum SUp2q.
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Introduction

It is well-known that for compact groups, one can easily extend the main theorems of the Peter-Weyl
theory to cover also projective representations. In this article, we will see that if one tries to do the
same for Woronowicz’s compact quantum groups, one confronts at least one surprising novelty: not
all irreducible projective representations of a compact quantum group have to be finite-dimensional.
On the other hand, one will still be able to decompose any projective representation into a direct sum
of irreducible ones, and to determine certain orthogonality relations between the matrix coefficients
of irreducible projective representations.

The main tool we will use in this article are the Galois co-objects which we introduced in [10]. Indeed,
we showed there that when one quantizes the notion of a projective representation, this structure
plays the role of a ‘generalized 2-cocycle function’.

In the first section of this article, we will develop a structure theory for such Galois co-objects in the
setting of compact quantum groups. A lot of the techniques we use are directly inspired by the theory
of the compact quantum groups themselves.
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In the second section, we will show that such Galois co-objects can be dualized into Galois objects for
their dual discrete quantum groups, a concept which was introduced in [8].

In the third section, which, except for the last part, is independent from the more technical second
section, we present a Peter-Weyl theory for projective representations of compact quantum groups.
We also show how projective representations give rise to module categories over the tensor category of
the (ordinary) representations, and introduce the notion of fusion rules between irreducible projective
representations and (ordinary) irreducible representations.

In the fourth section, we will give some details on the ‘reflection technique’ introduced in [10]. We
showed there that from any Galois co-object for a given compact quantum group, one can create a
(possibly) new locally compact quantum group. We will show that the type of this quantum group
(namely whether it is compact or not) is intimately tied up with the behavior of the Galois co-object
itself.

In the fifth section, we will consider the special case of compact Kac algebras. We show that in
this case, all irreducible projective representations will be finite-dimensional, and the theory becomes
essentially algebraic.

In the sixth and seventh section, we further specialize. We first quickly consider the case of finite
quantum groups (i.e. finite-dimensional Kac algebras), for which we can mostly refer to the existing
literature. Then we will treat co-commutative compact Kac algebras, which correspond to group
von Neumann algebras of discrete groups. In this case, the projective representations turn out to be
classified by certain special 2-cohomology classes of finite subgroups of the associated discrete group.
In particular, we will be able to deduce that the group von Neumann algebra of a torsionless discrete
group admits no non-trivial 2-cocycles. These results will be proven using only the material in the
first section and the first part of the third section.

In the eighth section, we give a concrete example of what can happen in the non-Kac case by consid-
ering a particular non-trivial Galois co-object for the compact quantum group SUqp2q. We compute
explicitly all its associated projective representations, provide the corresponding orthogonality rela-
tions and calculate the fusion rules.

Notations and conventions

We will assume that all our Hilbert spaces are separable, and we take the inner product to be conju-
gate linear in the second argument. We also assume that all our von Neumann algebras have separable
predual.

By ι, we denote the identity map on a set.

We denote by d the algebraic tensor product between vector spaces, by b the tensor product between
Hilbert spaces, and by b the spatial tensor product between von Neumann algebras.

By Σ we denote the flip map between a tensor product of Hilbert spaces:

Σ : H1 bH2 Ñ H2 bH1 : ξ1 b ξ2 Ñ ξ2 b ξ1.

When A � BpH1,H2q and B � BpH2,H3q are linear spaces of maps between certain Hilbert spaces,
we will denote B �A � t°n

i�1 biai | n P N0, bi P B, ai P Au.
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We use the leg numbering notation for operators on tensor products of Hilbert spaces. E.g., if
Z : H b2 Ñ H b2 is a certain operator, we denote by Z13 the operator H b3 Ñ H b3 acting as
Z on the first and third factor, and as the identity on the second factor.

At certain points, we will need the theory of weights on von Neumann algebras, which is treated in
detail in the first chapters of [27]. When M is a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ : M� Ñ r0,8s is a
normal semi-finite faithful (nsf) weight on M , we denote

Nϕ � tx PM | ϕpx�xq   8u
for the space of square integrable elements, M�

ϕ for the space of positive integrable elements, and Mϕ

for the linear span of M�
ϕ .

1 Galois co-objects for compact quantum groups

We begin with introducing the following concepts.

Definition 1.1. A von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q consists of a von Neumann algebra M and a
faithful normal unital �-homomorphism ∆M : M ÑMb̄M , satisfying the coassociativity condition

p∆M b ιq∆M � pιb∆M q∆M .

A von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q is called a compact Woronowicz algebra ([23],[20]) if there exists
a normal state ϕM on M which is ∆M -invariant:

pϕM b ιq∆M pxq � pιb ϕM q∆M pxq � ϕM pxq1 for all x PM.

A compact Woronowicz algebra is called a compact Kac algebra if there exists a normal ∆M -invariant
tracial state τM on M .

Remarks:

1. von Neumann bialgebras are also referred to as Hopf-von Neumann algebras in the literature.
However, we prefer the above terminology, as for example a finite-dimensional Hopf-von Neu-
mann algebra is not necessarily a Hopf algebra. Admittedly, a finite-dimensional von Neumann
bialgebra is also not necessarily a bialgebra, as there could be no co-unit, but this seems a lesser
ambiguity.

2. It is easy to see that a normal ∆M -invariant state on a von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q, when
it exists, is unique. One can moreover show that this state will automatically be faithful. We
will then always use the notation ϕM for it in the general setting, but use the notation τM in
the setting of compact Kac algebras to emphasize the traciality.

3. Compact Woronowicz algebras can be characterized as those von Neumann bialgebras arising
from Woronowicz’s compact quantum groups in the C�-algebra setting ([34],[36]), by performing
a GNS-type construction. However, we have decided to focus only on the von Neumann algebraic
picture in this paper.

Let us also introduce the following notations, which will be constantly used in the following.

Notation 1.2. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra. We denote by pL 2pMq, ,ΛM q the
GNS-construction of M with respect to ϕM . That is, L 2pMq is the completion of M , considered as
a pre-Hilbert space with respect to the inner product structure

xx, yy � ϕM py�xq,
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and ΛM is the natural inclusion M ãÑ L 2pMq. We then identify M as a von Neumann subalgebra
of BpL 2pMqq by letting x PM corresponding to the (bounded) closure of the operator

ΛM pMq Ñ L 2pMq : ΛM pyq Ñ ΛM pxyq, for all y PM.

We will further denote by ξM the cyclic and separating vector ΛM p1M q in L 2pMq, so that xξM �
ΛM pxq for all x PM .

The following two unitaries are of fundamental importance.

Definition 1.3. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra.

The right regular corepresentation of pM,∆M q is defined to be the unitary V P BpL 2pMqqb̄M which
is uniquely determined by the formula

V ΛM pxq b η � ∆M pxqξM b η, for all x PM,η P L 2pMq.
The left regular corepresentation of pM,∆M q is defined to be the unitary W PMb̄BpL 2pMqq which
is uniquely determined by the fact that

W �η b ΛM pxq � ∆M pxqη b ξM , for all x PM,η P L 2pMq.
We will in the following always use the above notations for these corepresentations. Note that estab-
lishing the unitarity of these maps requires some non-trivial work! An approach to compact quantum
groups based on the properties of such unitaries can be found in [3], section 4.

Let us now introduce the notion of a Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra (see [10]).

Definition 1.4. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra. A right Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q consists of a Hilbert space L 2pNq, a σ-weakly closed linear space N � BpL 2pMq,L 2pNqq
and a normal linear map ∆N : N Ñ Nb̄N , such that the following properties hold: with Nop denoting
the set

Nop :� tx� | x P Nu � BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq,
we should have

1. N �L 2pMq is norm-dense in L 2pNq, and Nop �L 2pNq is norm-dense in L 2pMq,
2. the space N is a right M -module (by composition of operators),

3. for each x, y P N , we have x�y PM ,

4. ∆N pxyq � ∆N pxq∆M pyq for all x P N and y PM ,

5. ∆N pxq�∆N pyq � ∆M px�yq for all x, y P N ,

6. ∆N is coassociative: p∆N b ιq∆N � pιb∆N q∆N , and

7. the linear span of the set t∆N pxqpy b zq | x P N, y, z PMu is σ-weakly dense in Nb̄N .

If pN1,∆N1q and pN2,∆N2q are two Galois co-objects for a von Neumann bialgebra pM,∆M q, we call
them isomorphic if there exists a unitary u : L 2pN1q Ñ L 2pN2q such that uN1 � N2 and

∆N2puxq � pub uq∆N1pxq for all x P N1.

Remarks:

1. The previous definition can be shown to be equivalent with the one presented in [10], Definition
0.5. Also remark that the previous conditions can be grouped together as follows: a Galois
co-object is a right Morita (or imprimitivity) Hilbert M -module (conditions 1 to 3) with a ∆M -
compatible coalgebra structure (conditions 4 and 5 and condition 6) which is ‘non-degenerate’
(condition 7).
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2. A trivial example of a right pM,∆M q-Galois co-object is pM,∆M q itself. Indeed, the final
condition even holds in a stronger form, as it can be shown that already t∆M pxqp1byq | x, y PMu
is σ-weakly dense in Mb̄M for compact Woronowicz algebras. It follows that this stronger
condition is then in fact true for all Galois co-objects for compact Woronowicz algebras.

3. A treatment of Galois co-objects in the setting of Hopf algebras can be found in [6].

One can similarly define the notion of a left Galois co-object. Left Galois co-objects can be created
from right ones in the following way.

Definition 1.5. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for the compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q.

We call the couple pNop,∆Nopq, consisting of

Nop � tx� | x P Nu � BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq,

together with the coproduct
∆Noppxq :� ∆N px�q�, x P Nop,

the opposite (left) Galois co-object of pN,∆N q. It is a left Galois co-object for the compact Worono-
wicz algebra pM,∆M q.

We call the couple pN cop,∆Ncopq, where

N cop � N � BpL 2pMq,L 2pNqq

and
∆Ncop � ∆op

N : N Ñ Nb̄N : xÑ Σ∆N pxqΣ, for all x P N,
the co-opposite (right) Galois co-object of pN,∆N q. It is a right Galois co-object for the compact
Woronowicz algebra pM,∆op

M q.
The following notation will be useful.

Notation 1.6. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, and pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object
for pM,∆M q. We denote

ΛN : N Ñ L 2pNq : xÑ xξM .

Remark: By the second condition in Definition 1.4, we know that N is a right M -module, and then
we trivially have that

ΛN pxyq � xΛM pyq, for all x P N, y PM.

By the third condition in that definition, together with the faithfulness of ϕM , we see that ΛN is
injective and that

xΛN pxq,ΛN pyqy � ϕM py�xq, for all x, y P N.
And finally, by the first (and second) condition in that definition, we see that ΛN has norm-dense range.

One can construct for a Galois co-object pN,∆N q certain unitaries which are analogous to the regular
corepresentations for a compact Woronowicz algebra (and coincide with them in case pN,∆N q �
pM,∆M q).
Proposition 1.7. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, and pN,∆N q a right Galois co-
object for pM,∆M q.
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1. There exists a unitary

rV : L 2pNq bL 2pMq Ñ L 2pNq bL 2pNq

which is uniquely determined by the property that for all η P L 2pMq and x P N , we have

rV ΛN pxq b η � ∆N pxqξM b η.

Similarly, there exists a unitary

�W : L 2pNq bL 2pNq Ñ L 2pMq bL 2pNq,

uniquely determined by the property that for all η P L 2pMq and x P N , we have

�W � η b ΛN pxq � ∆N pxqη b ξM .

2. We have rV P BpL 2pNqqb̄N and �W � P Nb̄BpL 2pNqq.
3. For x P N , we have

∆N pxq � rV pxb 1qV � � �W �p1b xqW.
4. The following ‘pentagonal identities’ hold:

rV12
rV13V23 � rV23

rV12

as maps from L 2pNq bL 2pMq bL 2pMq to L 2pNq bL 2pNq bL 2pNq, and

W12
�W13
�W23 � �W23

�W12

as maps from L 2pNq bL 2pNq bL 2pNq to L 2pMq bL 2pMq bL 2pNq.
5. The following identities hold:

pιb∆N qrV � rV12
rV13,

p∆N b ιqp�W �q � �W �
23
�W �

13.

Proof. The statements for �W follow immediately from the ones for rV , by considering the co-opposite
Galois co-object.

We then refer to [10] for the proofs of the first four statements (Proposition 2.3 for the first and second
assertion, Proposition 2.4 for the third and fourth). The fifth statement follows immediately from
combining the three preceding ones.

Remark: Although we referred to [10], we want to stress that these assertions are quite straightforward
to prove. For example, the surjectivity of rV follows quite immediately from the seventh condition in
Definition 1.4, combined with the surjectivity of V .

Definition 1.8. We call the unitary rV appearing in the previous proposition the right regular pN,∆N q-
corepresentation of pM,∆M q. We call the unitary �W the left regular pNop,∆Nopq-corepresentation
of pM,∆M q (where we recall that pNop,∆Nopq is the left Galois co-object opposite to pN,∆N q, see
Definition 1.5).
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Remark: The general notion of an ‘pN,∆N q-corepresentation’ will be introduced in the third section.

For the rest of this section, we will fix a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q and a right Galois
co-object pN,∆N q for pM,∆M q. We then further keep denoting by V and W the right and left

regular corepresentations of pM,∆M q, and by rV and �W the right regular pN,∆N q- and left regular
pNop,∆Nopq-corepresentation of pM,∆M q.

Our following lemma improves the second assertion in Proposition 1.7.

Lemma 1.9. The following equalities hold:

N � tpω b ιqprV q | ω P BpL 2pNqq�uσ-weak closure

� tpιb ωqp�W �q | ω P BpL 2pNqq�uσ-weak closure.

Proof. We will again only prove the first identity, as the second one then follows by symmetry.

For ξ, η P L 2pNq, denote by ωξ,η the normal functional on BpL 2pNqq determined by ωξ,ηpxq � xxξ, ηy
for x P BpL 2pNqq. Then for x, y P N , a straightforward computation shows that

pωΛN pxq,ΛN pyq b ιqprV q � pϕM b ιqppy� b 1q∆N pxqq.

It is thus enough to prove that the linear span of such elements is σ-weakly dense in N .

Suppose that this were not so. Then we could find a non-zero ω P N� such that

ϕM py�pιb ωqp∆N pxqqq � 0 for all x, y P N.

Taking y equal to pιb ωqp∆N pxqq, we would have pιb ωqp∆N pxqq � 0 for all x P N by faithfulness of
ϕM . But then also

pιb ωqp∆N pxqpmb 1qq � 0 for all x P N,m PM.

Now the set t∆M pm1qpm2 b 1q | m1,m2 P Mu has σ-weakly dense linear span in Mb̄M . It then
follows, by the conditions 2, 4 and 7 in Definition 1.4 that

pιb ωqpzq � 0 for all z P Nb̄N,

and so necessarily ω � 0, a contradiction.

The following result will allow us to obtain a decomposition for �W and rV .

Proposition 1.10. Denote by pN � BpL 2pNqq the von Neumann algebra

pN � tx P BpL 2pNqq | rV �pxb 1qrV � xb 1u.

Then pN satisfies the following properties.

1. The von Neumann algebra pN is an l8-sum of type I-factors.

2. The equality pN � tpω b ιqp�W �q | ω P BpL 2pMq,L 2pNqq�uσ-weak closure holds.

Remark: In the special case where pN,∆N q equals pM,∆M q considered as a right Galois co-object

over itself, one denotes the above von Neumann algebra as xM .
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Proof. Consider the unital normal faithful �-homomorphism

AdL : BpL 2pNqq ÑMb̄BpL 2pNqq : xÑ ΣrV �pxb 1qrV Σ.

Then by Proposition 1.7.5, it follows that AdL is a coaction by pM,∆M q:
p∆M b ιqAdL � pιbAdLqAdL.

Hence pN is precisely the set BpL 2pNqqAdL of AdL-fixed elements in BpL 2pNqq, that is, the set of
elements satisfying AdLpxq � 1b x. It is well-known (and easy to see) that the map

E : BpL 2pNqq Ñ BpL 2pNqq : xÑ pϕM b ιqAdLpxq
is then a normal conditional expectation of BpL 2pNqq onto pN . This forces pN to be an l8-direct sum
of type I-factors (see for example Exercise IX.4.1 in [27]).

We now prove the second point. First of all, remark that

rV23
�W �

12 � �W �
12
rV23,

which follows from a straightforward computation. From this, it is easy to get that

pιbAdLqp�W q � �W13,

and so all elements of the form pω b ιqp�W q with ω P BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq� lie in pN . We next show
that all elements of pN can be approximated σ-weakly by such elements.

For ω1, ω2 P N�, denote
ω1 � ω2 :� pω1 b ω2q �∆N P N�.

For ξ, η P BpL 2pNqq, denote θξ,η for the rank one operator ζ Ñ xζ, ηyξ on L 2pNq, and denote ωξ,η
for the normal functional xÑ xxξ, ηy. Choose b, x, y P N , and denote

a � pωΛN pxq,ΛN pyq b ιqprV q P N, SN paq � pωΛN pxq,ΛN pyq b ιqprV �q P Nop,

where we recall that Nop � tx� | x P Nu � BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq. We will prove the identity

EpθΛN paq,ΛN pbqq � ppϕM pb� � q � ϕM pSN paq � qq b ιqp�W �q, (1)

where E is the conditional expectation defined in the first part of the proof, and where ϕM pb� � q
and ϕM pSN paq � q are the obvious normal functionals on N . As the linear span of the θΛN paq,ΛN pbq is

σ-weakly dense in BpL 2pNqq by Lemma 1.9, and as E is a normal map with pN as its range, the
second point of the proposition will follow from this identity.

To prove the identity (1), choose further c, d P N . It is sufficient to prove then that

xEpθΛN paq,ΛN pbqq � ΛN pcq,ΛN pdqy � xppϕM pb� � q � ϕM pSN paq � qq b ιqp�W �q � ΛN pcq,ΛN pdqy. (2)

We remark now that a and SN paq can also be rewritten in the following form, by a simple computation
involving only the definition of rV :

a � pϕN b ιqppy� b 1q∆N pxqq, SN paq � pϕM b ιqp∆N pyq�pxb 1qq.
Using again the definition of rV , the left hand of equation (2) then simplifies to

pϕM b ϕM b ϕM b ϕM qppy� b 1b b� b 1q∆N pdq�24∆N pcq34∆N pxq12q. (3)
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On the other hand, using the definition of �W �, we get that the right hand side of equation (2) becomes

pϕM b ϕM b ϕM b ϕM qpp1b b� b 1b d�q∆N pyq�13pxb∆
p2q
N pcqqq, (4)

where ∆
p2q
N pcq � pιb∆N q∆N pcq. In both expressions (3) and (4), we can write

v � pϕM b ιqppb� b 1q∆N pcqq,

and we then have to prove that

pϕM b ϕM b ϕM qppy b∆N pdqq�p∆N pxq b vqq � pϕM b ϕM b ϕM qpp∆N pyq b dq�pxb∆N pvqqq. (5)

Now by the final condition in Definition 1.4 (and the second remark following it), it is enough to show
that these two expression are equal when we replace xbv by ∆N pzqpmb1q and ybd by ∆N pwqpnb1q,
where w, z P N and m,n PM . But then the left hand side of (5) becomes

pϕM b ϕM b ϕM qppn� b 1b 1q∆p2q
M pw�zqp∆M pmq b 1qq,

which by invariance of ϕM collapses to ϕM pn�w�zmq. A similar computation shows that with this
replacement, also the right hand side expression in (5) collapses to ϕM pn�w�zmq. This concludes the
proof.

Of course, we then also have

pN � tpω b ιqp�W q | ω P BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq�uσ-weak closure,

which follows immediately by applying the �-operation to both sides of the identity in the second
point of the previous proposition.

Notation 1.11. By Proposition 1.10.1, we may identify the center Z p pNq of pN with l8pIN q, for some
countable set IN . Denoting pr the minimal central projection in Z p pNq associated with the element
r P IN , we may further identify pr pN with BpHrq for some separable Hilbert space Hr. We also denote

nr :� dimpHrq P N0 Y t8u.

Proposition 1.12. The unital normal faithful �-homomorphism

AdR : pN Ñ BpL 2pNqqb̄M : xÑ Σ�W p1b xq�W �Σ

restricts to a �-homomorphism pN Ñ pNb̄M , and defines in this way a right coaction of pM,∆M q on pN .

Moreover, the set of fixed elements for AdR coincides with the center Z p pNq of pN .

Proof. From Proposition 1.10.2, it follows that �W P Nopb̄ pN (we may apply the weak slice map
property as Nop is a corner of a von Neumann algebra). Hence AdRpxq P pNb̄M for x P pN . By
applying Proposition 1.7.5, we get

pAdR b ιqAdRpxq � pιb∆M qAdRpxq.

Hence the first part of the proposition follows.

If further x P pN is a fixed element for AdR, then it follows that p1 b xq�W � �W p1 b xq. Again by
Proposition 1.10.2, we deduce that xy � yx for all y P pN , i.e. x P Z p pNq.
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Corollary 1.13. Using Notation 1.11 and the notation from the previous proposition, the coaction
AdR restricts to an ergodic coaction

Ad
prq
R : BpHrq Ñ BpHrqb̄M

for each r P IN .

We recall that a coaction α is called ergodic if the only elements satisfying αpxq � x b 1 are scalar
multiples of the unit element.

Proof. Clearly, as Z p pNq consists of the fixed points of AdR by the previous proposition, it is immediate

that AdR indeed restricts to BpHrq. If then x is a fixed element for Ad
prq
R , we have, again by the

previous proposition, that x P Z p pNq XBpHrq, and x is a scalar operator.

Now as each Ad
prq
R appearing in the previous corollary is ergodic, there exists a unique Ad

prq
R -invariant

state φN,r on BpHrq, determined by the formula

φN,rpxq1BpHrq � pιb ϕM qpAd
prq
R pxqq, for all x P BpHrq.

Notation 1.14. If Tr is the positive trace class operator associated with the state φN,r on BpHrq
introduced above, we denote by Tr,0 ¥ Tr,1 ¥ . . . the descending sequence of its eigenvalues, counting
multiplicities. We further fix in Hr a basis er,i, with 0 ¤ i   nr, such that er,i is an eigenvector for
Tr with eigenvalue Tr,i.

We denote by er,ij P pN the matrix units associated with the basis er,i, and we denote by ωr,ij the

following normal functionals on pN � Bp`rPINHrq:

ωr,ijpxq � xxer,i, er,jy, x P pN.
In the special case where pN,∆N q equals pM,∆M q considered as a right Galois co-object over itself,
we will denote the nr as mr, the Tr,j as Dr,j and the Hr as Kr, but otherwise keep all notation as
above.

Theorem 1.15. Denote

�Wr,ij � pιb ωr,jiqp�W q P Nop � BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqq.

Then the following statements hold.

1. The unitary �W equals the strong� convergent sum
°
rPIN

°nr�1
i,j�0

�Wr,ij b er,ij.

2. For each r P IN and 0 ¤ i, j   nr, we have

nr�1¸
k�0

�Wr,ik ��W �
r,jk � δi,j1L 2pMq,

nr�1¸
k�0

�W �
r,ki ��Wr,kj � δi,j1L 2pNq,

both sums converging strongly.
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3. For each r P IN and 0 ¤ i, j   nr, we have

∆N p�W �
r,ijq �

nr�1¸
k�0

�W �
r,ik b�W �

r,kj ,

the sum again being a strongly� converging one.

4. The following orthogonality relations hold:

ϕM p�Wr,ij ��W �
s,klq � δr,sδi,kδj,l Tr,j , for all r, s P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr, 0 ¤ k, l   ns.

Proof. The first point is immediate, and also the second one follows straightforwardly from the uni-
tarity of �W . The third point follows from the identity p∆N b ιqp�W �q � �W �

23
�W �

13 in Proposition 1.7.5.
In the fourth point, the orthogonality relations for r � s follow from writing out the identity

pιb ϕM qpAd
prq
R per,ijqq � φN,rper,ijq � δi,jTr,j .

Thus the only thing left to show is that ϕM p�Wr,ij ��W �
s,klq � 0 for r � s. But also here, we can use a

standard technique (see e.g. [34]). For suppose that this were not so, and choose r � s which violate
this condition. Consider, for x P BpHs,Hrq, the element

F pxq � pϕM b ιqp�Wrp1b xq�W �
s q P BpHs,Hrq,

where of course

�Wr � p1b prq�W �
nr�1¸
i,j�0

�Wr,ij b er,ij P Nopb̄BpHrq.

By assumption, there must exist an x with F pxq � 0. Fixing such an x, denote y � F pxq. Then it is
easy to see that �Wrp1b yq�W �

s � p1b yq,
using Proposition 1.7.5 and the ∆M -invariance of ϕM . This implies that y�y, resp. yy�, is a fixed

element for Ad
psq
R , resp. Ad

prq
R . Since these coactions are ergodic, y�y and yy� must be (identical)

scalars, and so we can scale x such that y becomes a unitary u.

We then find that
p1b uq�Wsp1b u�q � �Wr.

This implies that there exist two non-equal normal functionals ω1 and ω2 on pN such that

pιb ω1qp�W q � pιb ω2qp�W q.
As the set tpω b ιqp�W q | ω P BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqqu is σ-weakly dense in pN by Proposition 1.10.2, this

clearly gives a contradiction. Hence ϕM p�Wr,ij ��W �
s,klq � 0 for r � s.

Notation 1.16. By the final part of the previous proposition, we have a unitary transformation

L 2pNq � à
rPIN

Hr bHr,

by means of the map �W �
r,ijξM Ñ T

1{2
r,j er,i b er,j .

In the following, we will then always identify L 2pNq and
À

rPIN
Hr b Hr in this way, so that for

example the elements x P N act directly as linear operatorsà
rPIM

Kr bKr Ñ
à
rPIN

Hr bHr.
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Lemma 1.17. 1. With rVr,ij :� T
1{2
r,i T

�1{2
r,j

�W �
r,ij, we have the identity

rV �
¸
rPIN

nr�1¸
i,j�0

er,ij b rVr,ij ,
the sum converging strongly�.

2. The rVr,ij satisfy the following orthogonality relations:

ϕM prV �
r,ij
rVs,klq � δr,sδi,kδj,lTr,i for all r, s P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr, 0 ¤ k, l   ns.

3. The following equalities hold:

pN 1 � tpιb ωqprV q | ω P N�u
� tx P BpL 2pNqq | �W �p1b xq�W � 1b xu.

Proof. Choose r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr and η P L 2pMq. Then we compute

rV er,i b er,j b η � T
�1{2
r,j

rV p�W �
r,ijξM b ηq

� T
�1{2
r,j

nr�1¸
k�0

�W �
r,ikξM b�W �

r,kjη

�
nr�1¸
k�0

T
1{2
r,k T

�1{2
r,j er,i b er,k b�W �

r,kjη.

From this, the first point in the lemma follows.

The second point is of course just a reformulation of Theorem 1.15.4.

These orthogonality relations then immediately imply that

pN 1 � tpιb ωqprV q | ω P N�u.

Also the second equality of the third point follows straightforwardly: if x P BpL 2pNqq and

�W �p1b xq�W � 1b x,

then xpω b ιqp�W q � pω b ιqp�W qx for all ω P pNopq�. From Proposition 1.10.2, we conclude that

x P pN 1. As �W P Nop b pN , it is also clear that any x P pN 1 satisfies �W �p1b xq�W � 1b x.

Recall that we had introduced in Definition 1.5 the notion of the co-opposite Galois co-object

pN cop,∆Ncopq � pN,∆op
N q.

The following lemma gathers some transfer results between this structure and the original one.

Lemma 1.18. 1. The right regular pN,∆op
N q-corepresentation for pM,∆op

M q equals Σ�W �Σ, while

the left regular pN,∆op
N q-corepresentation equals ΣrV �Σ.

2. The dual von Neumann algebra pN copq^ equals pN 1.

12



Proof. The two statements are easily verified (the second one follows from Lemma 1.17.3).

One can also relate the two adjoint coactions on respectively pN and pN 1, but this result requires some
more preparation. We will relegate this investigation to the end of the third section (see Proposition
3.11).

Let us end this section with some remarks on 2-cocycles.

Definition 1.19. ([12]) Let pM,∆M q be a von Neumann bialgebra. A unitary element Ω PMb̄M is
called a unitary 2-cocycle if Ω satisfies the following identity, called the 2-cocycle identity:

pΩb 1qp∆M b ιqpΩq � p1b Ωqpιb∆M qpΩq.
Example 1.20. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, and Ω a unitary 2-cocycle for
pM,∆M q. Then if we put L 2pNq � L 2pMq, N �M and

∆N pxq � Ω∆M pxq, for all x PM,

the couple pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object for pM,∆M q, called the Galois co-object associated with Ω.

It is easy to see that if Ω1 and Ω2 are two unitary 2-cocycles for pM,∆M q, then their associated Galois
co-objects are isomorphic iff the unitary 2-cocycles are coboundary equivalent, that is, iff there exists
a unitary u PM such that

Ω2 � pu� b u�qΩ1∆M puq.
In particular, the Galois co-object associated with a 2-cocycle Ω on pM,∆M q is isomorphic to pM,∆M q
as a right Galois co-object iff the 2-cocycle is a coboundary, i.e. is coboundary equivalent to 1b 1.

Definition 1.21. Let pM,∆M q be a compact von Neumann algebra, and pN,∆N q a Galois co-object
for pM,∆M q. Then pN,∆N q is called cleft if there exists a unitary 2-cocycle Ω for pM,∆M q such
that pN,∆N q is isomorphic to the Galois co-object associated with Ω.

At the moment, we do not have any examples of non-cleft Galois co-objects for compact Woronowicz
algebras, although these do exist in the non-compact case. For example, in [4], non-cleft Galois co-
objects were (implicitly) constructed for discrete Woronowicz algebras (see Definition 2.1), the Galois
co-object being an l8-direct sum of rectangular matrix blocks. For commutative compact Woronowicz
algebras, that is, those arising from compact groups, it can be proven that all Galois co-objects are
necessarily cleft (that is, arise from a unitary (measurable) 2-cocycle function on the compact group).
We will later prove that this is also the case for co-commutative compact Woronowicz algebras (i.e.
group von Neumann algebras of discrete groups).

2 Galois objects for discrete Woronowicz algebras

In this section, we will make the connection with the theory of Galois objects from [10].

We first introduce the notion of the dual of a compact Woronowicz algebra.

Definition 2.1. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra with regular left corepresentation W .
Define xM � tpω b ιqpW q | ω PM�uσ-weak closure.

Then xM is a von Neumann algebra which can be endowed with a von Neumann bialgebra structure by
giving it the unique comultiplication ∆

xM
such that

pιb∆
xM
qpW q �W13W12.

We will call the couple pxM,∆
xM
q the discrete Woronowicz algebra dual to pM,∆M q.
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In fact, we had already introduced the notation xM in the remark after Proposition 1.10, as it can
be considered to be the space pN in the special case where the right Galois co-object pN,∆N q equals
pM,∆M q. We then also remind that we had introduced some special notations for this case in the
Notation 1.14. The following proposition gathers some useful information which can be found in
the literature (for example, see the Remark 1.15 in [30], although we warn the reader that their

comultiplication on xM is opposite to ours).

Proposition 2.2. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, and pxM,∆
xM
q its dual.

1. For all r P IM , the number mr � dimpKrq is finite.

2. There exists a left ∆M -invariant nsf weight ϕ
xM

on xM : for all normal states on xM and all

positive x P xM�, we have
ϕ
xM
ppω b ιq∆

xM
pxqq � ϕ

xM
pxq.

A concrete formula for ϕ
xM

is given by

ϕ
xM
per,ijq � δi,jD

�1
r,j , for all r P IM , 0 ¤ i, j   mr.

3. On the other hand, define ψ
xM

to be the unique nsf weight on xM such that

ψ
xM
per,ijq � δi,j c

2
r Dr,i,

where cr � TrpD�1
r q1{2 (which is known as the quantum dimension of the irreducible corepre-

sentation corresponding to the index r P IM ). Then ψ
xM

is right ∆
xM

-invariant: for all normal

states on xM and all positive x P xM�, we have

ψ
xM
ppιb ωq∆

xM
pxqq � ψ

xM
pxq.

4. The Radon-Nikodym derivative between ψ
xM

and ϕ
xM

is given by the (possibly unbounded) positive,
non-singular operator

δ
xM
� à

rPIM

c2
rD

2
r ,

and δ
xM

is then a group-like element: for all t P R, we have

∆
xM
pδit
xM
q � δit

xM
b δit

xM
.

The purpose of this section is to show that for an arbitrary Galois co-object pN,∆N q, the comultipli-

cation ∆
xM

can be generalized to a coaction α
pN

of pxM,∆
xM
q on pN . This coaction then shares many

properties with the actual comultiplication ∆
xM

.

For the rest of this section, we again fix a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q and a right Galois
co-object pN,∆N q for it. We keep using the notation from the previous section.

Notation 2.3. We denote by ϕ
pN

the nsf weight on pN which is uniquely determined by the fact that
all er,ij P Mϕ

xN
, with

ϕ
pN
per,ijq � δi,jT

�1
r,j ,

where the Tr,j were introduced in Notation 1.14. We will then take the GNS-construction for ϕ
pN

also

inside
À

rPIN
Hr bHr, the GNS-map Λ

pN
of ϕ

pN
being determined by

Λ
pN
per,ijq � T

�1{2
r,j er,i b er,j .

The same notation will be used when pN,∆N q equals pM,∆M q considered as a right Galois co-object
over itself, taking however into consideration the special notations from Notation 1.14.
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Remarks:

1. The fact that there exists a unique nsf weight with the above properties requires in fact a small
technical argument (at least in case the Hr are not finite-dimensional). The main observa-
tions to make are the well-known fact that any nsf weight ψ on a type I-factor is of the form
TrpS1{2 � S1{2q for some non-singular positive (possibly unbounded) operator S (see [27], Lemma
VIII.2.8), and the fact that if ξ is a vector with ψpθξ,ξq   8 (where we recall that θξ,ξ is the rank
one operator associated with ξ), then ξ P DpS1{2q with }S1{2ξ}2 � ψpθξ,ξq (this can, for example,
be pieced together from the results in [27], section IX.3). With this information, it should then
be easy to verify that the nsf weight ϕ

pN
in the previous notation is indeed well-defined and

uniquely determined.

2. It is easy to check, using the orthogonality relations between the �Wr,ij , that for r P IN and
0 ¤ i, j   nr, we have

pϕM p ��W �
r,ijq b ιqp�W q P Nϕ

xN
,

with
Λ
pN
ppϕM p ��W �

r,ijq b ιqp�W qq � �W �
r,ijξM .

Hence our identifications of L 2pNq and L 2p pNq coincide with the ‘usual’ way in which Pontryagin
duality is defined in the setting of (locally) compact quantum groups (see [20]).

Proposition 2.4. Denote by α
pN

the unital normal faithful �-homomorphism

α
pN

: pN Ñ pNb̄BpL 2pMqq : xÑ Σ�W pxb 1q�W �Σ.

Then α
pN

has range in pNb̄xM , and determines an ergodic coaction of pxM,∆
xM
q on pN .

Before giving the proof, we first state a lemma that we will need in the course of it.

Lemma 2.5. Take r P IN arbitrary. Then the linear span of the set

t�W �
r,ija | 0 ¤ i, j   nr, a PMu

is σ-weakly dense in N .

Proof. Denote by rN the σ-weak closure of the linear span of t�W �
r,ija | 0 ¤ i, j   nr, a P Mu. Then

clearly rN � N . Now choose r P IN fixed, and take an x P N . By Proposition 1.15.2, we have

x �
nr�1¸
k�0

�W �
r,k0p�Wr,k0xq,

the sum converging σ-weakly. As �Wr,k0x PM for all 0 ¤ k   nr, the sum on the right hand side lies

in rN . So also N � rN .

Proof (of Proposition 2.4). Take ω P pNopq�, and denote x � pωb ιqp�W q. By the pentagonal identity

for �W (Proposition 1.7.4), we easily get that

α
pN
pxq � pω b ιb ιqpW13

�W12q P pNb̄xM,

and by an application of the formula pιb∆
xM
qpW q �W13W12, we find

pα
pN
b ιqα

pN
pxq � pιb∆

xM
qα

pN
pxq.
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As elements of the form x constitute a σ-weakly dense subspace of pN by Proposition 1.10.2, we have
proven that α

pN
is a well-defined coaction.

We now show that it is ergodic. Take an element x P pN satisfying α
pN
pxq � xb 1. Then for all y P pN ,

we get
pxb 1qAdRpyq � AdRpyqpxb 1q,

where we recall that AdRpyq � Σ�W p1 b yq�W �Σ. As tpι b ωqAdRpyq | ω P M�u2 � pN , a general fact
for any coaction of a compact Woronowicz algebra, we find x P Z p pNq, the center of pN .

Write then x � °rPIN
xrpr, where r Ñ xr P l8pIN q and pr the r-th minimal central projection of pN .

Then as α
pN
pxq � xb 1, we have

xpιb ωqp�W �Σq � pιb ωqp�W �Σqx

for all ω P BpL 2pMq,L 2pNqq�. If we take ω � ω
aξM ,�W

�

r,ijξM
for some r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr and

a PM , and apply both sides of the above equality to �W �
r,kjξM for some 0 ¤ k   nr, we get, by using

the orthogonality relations for the �Wr,ij , that

x�W �
r,kiaξM � xr�W �

r,kiaξM .

As, with r a fixed element of IN , we have that t�W �
r,kia | a P Mu is σ-weakly dense in N , by the

previous lemma, we get that xξ � xrξ for all ξ P L 2pNq, so x is a scalar multiple of the unit.

Our next goal is to show that α
pN

is nicely behaved with respect to the weight structure on pxM,∆
xM
q.

Proposition 2.6. For all x P pN� and all normal positive states ω on pN , we have

ϕ
xM
ppω b ιqα

pN
pxqq � ϕ

pN
pxq.

In particular, α
pN

is an integrable coaction.

Remark: The fact that α
pN

is integrable means that there exists a σ-weakly dense subspace of pN
consisting of elements x for which all expressions pω b ιqα

pN
pxq with ω P pN� lie in Mϕ

xM
.

Proof. We first recall a small technical result from [29], Proposition 1.3. Namely, as α
pN

is an ergodic

coaction, there exists a (not necessarily semi-finite) normal faithful weight ϕ1
pN

on pN , determined by

the following formula: for all x P pN�, we have

ϕ1
pN
pxq � ϕ

xM
ppω b ιqα

pN
pxqq,

where ω is any normal state on pN . Our job then is to prove that ϕ1
pN
� ϕ

pN
. By the remark after

Notation 2.3, it is enough to prove that the er,ij are in Mϕ1
xN

with

ϕ1
pN
per,ijq � δi,jT

�1
r,j .
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Take r, s P IN and 0 ¤ i, j   nr, 0 ¤ k, l   ns. Then we compute, using the GNS-construction for
ϕ
pN

from Notation 2.3 and the functionals ωs,kl introduced in Notation 1.14, that

pιb ωs,klqp�W qΛ
pN
per,ijq

� T�1
r,j
�Ws,lk

�W �
r,ijξM

� T�1
r,j

¸
tPIM

mt�1¸
m,n�0

x�Ws,lk
�W �
r,ijξM ,

1

}W �
t,mnξM}

W �
t,mnξMy

1

}W �
t,mnξM}

W �
t,mnξM

� T�1
r,j

¸
tPIM

mt�1¸
m,n�0

ϕM pWt,mn
�Ws,lk

�W �
r,ijqD�1

t,nW
�
t,mnξM

� T�1
r,j

¸
tPIM

mt�1¸
m,n�0

ϕM pWt,mn
�Ws,lk

�W �
r,ijqΛxM

pet,mnq,

the latter sums converging in norm.

On the other hand,

pωs,kl b ιqα
pN
per,ijq � T�1

r,j pωs,kl b ιqα
pN
ppϕM p ��W �

r,ijq b ιqp�W qq
� T�1

r,j pϕM p ��W �
r,ijq b ωs,kl b ιqpW13

�W12q

� T�1
r,j

¸
tPIM

mt�1¸
m,n�0

ϕM pWt,mn
�Ws,lk

�W �
r,ijqet,mn,

where the latter sum now converges in the strong topology.

As Λ
xM

is a strong-norm closed map from Nϕ
xM

to L 2pxMq, it follows that

pωs,kl b ιqpα
pN
per,ijqq P Nϕ

xM
,

with
Λ
xM
ppωs,kl b ιqpα

pN
per,ijqqq � pιb ωs,klqp�W qΛ

pN
per,ijq.

Again by closedness, these assertions remain true when ωs,kl is replaced by an arbitrary normal func-

tional on pN .

Let now ξr,i,j � er,i b er,j for r P IN and 0 ¤ i, j   nr. For any finite subset J0 of the set
J � tpr, i, jq | r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nru, denote by PJ0 the orthogonal projection onto the linear span
of the ξn with n P J0. Take an arbitrary state ω P pN� and x � y�y in the linear span of the er,ij .

We remark then that there exists a unit vector ξ P L 2p pNq with ω � ωξ,ξp� x � ξ, ξyq. We can now
compute, using the normality of our weights, that

ϕ
xM
ppω b ιqα

pN
pxqq � lim

J0�
fin

J
ϕ
xM
ppωξ,ξ b ιqpα

pN
pyq�pPJ0 b 1qα

pN
pyqqq

� lim
J0�

fin
J

¸
nPJ0

ϕ
xM
ppωξ,ξn b ιqpα

pN
pyqq� � pωξ,ξn b ιqpα

pN
qpyqq

� lim
J0�

fin
J

¸
nPJ0

}pιb ωξ,ξnqp�W qΛ
pN
pyq}2

� ϕ
pN
py�yq � ϕ

pN
pxq,

by the unitarity of �W . From this, it immediately follows that all er,ij are integrable for ϕ1
pN
, and that

ϕ1
pN
� ϕ

pN
on the linear span of the er,ij . This then concludes the proof.
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We have shown so far that α
pN

is an integrable, ergodic coaction. The final property of α
pN

is that a
certain isometry which can be constructed from α

pN
is in fact a unitary.

Proposition 2.7. Take x, y P Nϕ
xN

. Then α
pN
pyqpxb 1q P Nϕ

xN
bϕ

xM
, and

pΛ
pN
b Λ

xM
qpαpyqpxb 1qq � Σ�WΣ Λ

pN
pxq b Λ

pN
pyq.

Proof. The claim concerning the square integrability of α
pN
pyqpx b 1q follows immediately from the

fact that α
pN

is integrable, with pιb ϕ
xM
qα

pN
� ϕ

pN
. Moreover, we can then define an isometry

rG : L 2pNq bL 2pNq Ñ L 2pMq bL 2pNq

inside BpL 2pNq,L 2pMqqb̄ pN such that precisely

pΛ
pN
b Λ

xM
qpαpyqpxb 1qq � Σ rGΣ Λ

pN
pxq b Λ

pN
pyq

for all x, y P Nϕ
xN

. We need to show that rG � �W .

However, it is easily seen that for all ω P BpL 2p pNqq� and x P Nϕ
xN

, we will have

pιb ωqp rGqΛ
pN
pxq � Λ

xM
ppω b ιqα

pN
pxqq.

By the computations made in the previous proposition, it follows that pι b ωqp rGq coincides with

pιb ωqp�W q on the linear span of the er,i b er,j for r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr, and hence rG � �W .

The three propositions above immediately show the following.

Theorem 2.8. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q. Then the couple p pN,α

pN
q makes pN into a right Galois object for the discrete Woronowicz

algebra pxM,∆
xM
q, with corresponding Galois unitary rG � �W .

For the terminology ‘Galois object’, we refer the reader to [8] (where the notations N and pN are inter-
changed). In fact, it is simply defined to be an integrable ergodic coaction for which the map rG, as we
constructed it in the course of the proof the previous proposition, is a unitary. This map rG is in general
called the Galois unitary associated with the Galois object, and as we saw in the previous proposition,
it coincides precisely with �W in case the Galois object is constructed from a Galois co-object for a
compact Woronowicz algebra. Galois objects can also be defined as being ergodic, semi-dual coactions
(see [29], Proposition 5.12 for the terminology, and the remark under Proposition 3.5 of [8] for the
connection). We further remark that Galois objects for compact Woronowicz algebras were treated
in [4] (where they are termed ‘actions of full quantum multiplicity’), and for commutative compact
Woronowicz algebras, that is for ordinary compact groups, in [33] and [21] (where they are termed ‘ac-
tions of full multiplicity’). For Galois objects in the Hopf algebra setting, we refer to the overview [26].

We may now use the results from [8], which we gather in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.9. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q,
and let p pN,α

pN
q be the associated right Galois object for the dual discrete Woronowicz algebra pxM,∆

xM
q.

Then the following statements hold.

1. There exists an nsf weight ψ
pN

on pN , unique up to scaling with a positive constant, which is

α
pN

-invariant: for all states ω P xM� and all x P pN�, we have

ψ
pN
ppιb ωqα

pN
pxqq � ψ

pN
pxq.
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2. The Radon-Nikodym derivative δ
pN
η pN of ψ

pN
with respect to ϕ

pN
satisfies

α
pN
pδit
pN
q � δit

pN
b δit

xM
for all t P R.

3. The Radon-Nikodym derivative δ
pN

is σ
ϕ
xN

t -invariant, where the latter denotes the modular one-
parametergroup associated with ϕ

pN
:

σ
ϕ
xN

t pδis
pN
q � δis

pN
for all s, t P R.

Proof. See [8], Theorem 3.18, Proposition 3.15 and Lemma 3.17.

Notation 2.10. We denote by Ar the non-singular (possibly unbounded) positive operator prδ pN P
BpHrq, so that

δ
pN
� à

rPIN

Ar.

By the third item in the previous theorem, the operator Ar strongly commutes with Tr. In particular,
this means that Ar is diagonalizable, and that we may choose our er,i P Hr so that they are also
eigenvectors for the Ar. We then write Ar,i for the eigenvalue of Ar with respect to the eigenvector er,i.

Remark: Let A be the Hopf �-algebra associated with pM,∆M q, consisting of all elements x P M
with ∆M pxq P M dM , the algebraic tensor product. Then it is well-known that A is a σ-weakly
dense sub-�-algebra of M , closed under the modular automorphism group σϕMt of ϕM . Let Br be the

sub-�-algebra of BpHrq consisting of all elements x P BpHrq with Ad
prq
R pxq P BpHrq d A . Again,

it is well-known that Br is a σ-weakly dense sub-�-algebra of BpHrq (it is the linear span of the

coefficients of the spectral subspaces associated with Ad
prq
R , see for example [4]). Then the operators

Ar, introduced in the above notation, turn out to be determined, up to a scalar, by the formula

Aitr xA
�it
r � pιb ε � σϕMt qAd

prq
R pxq, for all x P Br,

where ε denotes the counit of A . This formula can be derived from the way in which δ
pN

was con-
structed in [8]. Hence, up to multiplication with a non-singular (possibly unbounded) positive element

in the center of pN , the operator δ
pN

can be recovered from the knowledge of all the Ad
prq
R .

3 Projective representations of compact quantum groups

Using the results from the first section, we can easily develop a Peter-Weyl theory for projective
representations of compact quantum groups. We will in the following use again the notation which
we introduced in the first section.

We first define the notion of a projective representation relative to a fixed Galois co-object.

Definition 3.1. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q. A (left) pN,∆N q-corepresentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H consists of a unitary
map G P Nb̄BpH q such that

p∆N b ιqG � G13G23.

We call a Hilbert subspace K � H invariant w.r.t. the pN,∆N q-corepresentation when G restricts to
a unitary in Nb̄BpK q.
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We call G irreducible if the only invariant Hilbert subspaces are 0 and H , and indecomposable when
H can not be written as the direct sum of two non-zero invariant subspaces.

We call two pN,∆N q-corepresentations G1 and G2 on respective Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 unitarily
equivalent if there exists u P BpH1,H2q such that

G2p1b uq � p1b uqG1.

Remark: When pN,∆N q comes from a 2-cocycle Ω for pM,∆M q, we will also simply speak of Ω-
corepresentations.

Theorem 3.2. Let pM,∆M q be a compact quantum group, pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q. Denote by rV the right regular pN,∆N q-corepresentation for pM,∆M q, and let

rVr � ppr b 1qrV P Nb̄BpHrq

be the components of rV , where the pr denote the minimal projections of Z p pNq.
1. The unitaries ΣrVrΣ are indecomposable left pN,∆N q-corepresentations on the Hilbert spaces Hr.

2. Any indecomposable pN,∆N q-corepresentation is unitarily equivalent with a unique ΣrVrΣ.

3. Any pN,∆N q-corepresentation splits as a direct sum of indecomposable pN,∆N q-corepresentations.

4. Any indecomposable pN,∆N q-corepresentation is irreducible.

Proof. As pι b ∆N qrV � rV12
rV13, we immediately get that the unitaries ΣrVrΣ are left pN,∆N q-

corepresentations. By Lemma 1.17.3, the space

tpιb ωqprVrq | ω P BpL 2pMq,L 2pNqq�u

equals the whole of BpHrq, from which it immediately follows that ΣrVrΣ is indecomposable, and even
irreducible.

For the second statement, we use that the linear span of the matrix entries of the rVr’s span a
norm-dense subset of L 2pNq when applied to ξM . Hence, if G is an indecomposable left pN,∆N q-
corepresentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H , there must exist some r P IN and an x P
BpH ,Hrq such that

pϕM b ιqppΣrVrΣq�p1b xqGq � 0.

As in the proof of Theorem 1.15, this forces a scalar multiple of this expression to be a unitary in-
tertwiner, proving that G is isomorphic to ΣrVrΣ. By the orthogonality relations between the ΣrVrΣ,
these are all pairwise non-isomorphic. Hence the above r for G is uniquely determined.

To prove the third statement, consider the normal faithful unital �-homomorphism

α : BpH q ÑMb̄BpH q : xÑ G�p1b xqG.

As p∆N b ιqG � G13G23, we see that α is a coaction. Let Z � BpH qα, the set of fixed points for α. As
in the proof of Proposition 1.10, we have that Z is the range of a normal conditional expectation on
BpH q. Hence Z is a von Neumann algebraic direct sum of type I-factors. Let then A be an atomic
maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra of Z, and denote by pi the set of minimal projections in
A. Then it is clear that each piH is a fixed subspace for G. The spaces piH must further be inde-
composable: for if not, then we could find a pi and a non-zero projection p in BpH q with p strictly
smaller than pi and both pH and ppi � pqH invariant under G. This would imply that p is a fixed
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element for α, commuting with all x P A. Hence p P A by maximal abelianness. As pi was a minimal
projection in A, this gives a contradiction.

As for the fourth point, we may take our indecomposable pN,∆N q-corepresentation to be some ΣrVrΣ,
for which we have already proven irreducibility in the proof of the first point.

Corollary 3.3. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q.
Let Gi, i P I, be a maximal set of non-isomorphic irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations on Hilbert
spaces Hi. Then I � IN , and pN � `iPIBpHiq.
Proof. This follows immediately from the second point of the previous proposition.

We can now pass to projective representations without reference to a fixed Galois co-object.

Definition 3.4. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra. A projective (left) corepresentation
of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H consists of a left coaction α of pM,∆M q on BpH q,

α : BpH q ÑMb̄BpH q.

Remarks:

1. Interpreting pM,∆M q as the space of L8-functions on some ‘compact quantum group’ G,
the above then corresponds to having a (necessarily continuous) action of G on BpH q. As
AutpBpH qq � UpH q{S1, this indeed captures the notion of a projective representation when
G is an actual compact group.

2. One similarly has the notion of a projective right corepresentation of pM,∆M q, for which we

replace the left coaction α above by a right coaction. For example, the coactions AdR and Ad
prq
R

from the first section are then projective right corepresentations. At the end of this section, we
will show one can pass from left to right projective representations, so that one may essentially
restrict oneself to the study of projective left corepresentations, as we will do.

3. Some results on (special) coactions of compact Kac algebras on type I factors appear in [22].

In [10], we proved that from any projective corepresentation α, one can construct a Galois co-object
pN,∆N q together with an pN,∆N q-corepresentation G ‘implementing’ α. We will state the proposition
and give a sketch of the proof. For the full proof, we refer the reader to [10].

Proposition 3.5. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, H a Hilbert space, and α a
projective corepresentation of pM,∆M q on H . Then there exists a right Galois co-object pN,∆N q for
pM,∆M q, together with an pN,∆N q-corepresentation G of pM,∆M q on H , such that

G�p1b xqG � αpxq, for all x P BpH q.

Sketch of proof. Choose a basis teiuiPI of H , and fix an element 0 P I. We can then consider the
Hilbert space L 2pNq � αpe00qpL 2pMq bH q. We can construct a unitary

G : L 2pMq bH Ñ L 2pNq bH : ξ Ñ
¸
iPI

pαpe0iqξq b ei.

Denote by Gij the i, j-th component of G. Then Gij is an operator from L 2pMq to L 2pNq. We define

N � tGijm | i, j P I,m PMuσ-weakly closed linear span.
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It is then possible to construct a map ∆N : N Ñ Nb̄N , uniquely determined by the properties that

p∆N b ιqG � Gr13sGr23s

(where we have added brackets in the leg numbering notation to distinguish them from the indices
for matrix coefficients of G) and

∆N pxyq � ∆N pxq∆M pyq, for all x P N, y PM.

One proves that pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object for pM,∆M q, and then it immediately follows from the
above property that G is a left pN,∆N q-corepresentation of pM,∆M q on H . Finally, one proves that
G�p1b xqG � αpxq by direct computation.

Definition 3.6. Let α be a projective corepresentation of a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q
on a Hilbert space H . Denote by pN,∆N q the Galois co-object constructed from α as in the above
proposition, and denote by rpN,∆N qs its isomorphism class. Then we say that α is an rpN,∆N qs-
corepresentation.

It can be proven (see Proposition 3.4 in [10]) that if α is an rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation of pM,∆M q
on a Hilbert space H , and if there exists a Galois co-object p rN,∆

rN
q for pM,∆M q which possesses

an p rN,∆
rN
q-corepresentation on H implementing α, then necessarily rp rN,∆

rN
qs � rpN,∆N qs. One

may regard the isomorphism class of such a Galois co-object as a generalization of the notion of a
2-cohomology class. Also remark that if G P Nb̄BpH q is a projective pN,∆N q-corepresentation of
pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H , then the associated projective corepresentation

α : BpH q ÑMb̄BpH q : xÑ G�p1b xqG

is an rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation by the above uniqueness result.

If pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q, and an rpN,∆N qs-
corepresentation α for pM,∆M q is given, then it is in general not true that all pN,∆N q-corepresenta-
tions implementing α are isomorphic: consider for example ordinary one-dimensional representations.
We will see a further instance of this in the final section.

Definition 3.7. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, α a projective corepresentation of
pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H . We say that α is an irreducible projective corepresentation if α is
ergodic.

Proposition 3.8. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q,
let α be an rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space H , and let G be an pN,∆N q-
corepresentation implementing α.

Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of α-fixed self-adjoint projections in BpH q
and the G-invariant subspaces K of H , given by the correspondence

pÑ K � pH .

In particular, α is irreducible iff G is irreducible.

Proof. By assumption, we have that

αpxq � G�p1b xqG for all x P BpH q.
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So if p is a self-adjoint projection in BpH q with αppq � 1b p, we have

Gp1b pq � p1b pqG,

and hence
GpL 2pMq b pH q � L 2pNq b pH ,

which means pH is a G-invariant subspace.

Conversely, if K is a G-invariant subspace, and p the projection onto K , then also K K is G-invariant
by Theorem 3.2. Hence we have

Gp1b pq � p1b pqG,
and so αppq � 1b p, i.e. p is an α-fixed projection.

Remark: We in fact already used the above argument in the course of proving Theorem 3.2.3.

Our next proposition shows how projective corepresentations and ordinary corepresentations mesh
together.

Proposition 3.9. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q.
Let G be a projective left pN,∆N q-corepresentation on a Hilbert space H , and let U be an ordinary
left corepresentation of pM,∆M q on a Hilbert space K .

Then the following statements hold.

1. The unitary G12U13 P Nb̄BpH bK q is a unitary pN,∆N q-corepresentation on H bK .

2. If both G and U are irreducible, then G12U13 is a finite direct sum of irreducible pN,∆N q-
corepresentations.

Proof. The fact that G12U13 is a unitary pN,∆N q-corepresentation is trivial to verify. If further G
and U are irreducible, then we know already that G12U13 � `iPJGj for a certain set Gj of irreducible
pN,∆N q-corepresentations indexed by a parameter set J . We have to prove that J is finite.

Let α be the projective corepresentation associated with G, so

αpxq � G�p1b xqG, x P BpH q.

By the previous proposition, we know that α is ergodic. Let B be the linear span of the spectral
subspaces inside BpH q, which is a σ-weakly dense sub-�-algebra of BpH q (see the remark following
Notation 2.10). If we then denote by Ur, r P IM , a total set of representatives for the irreducible
corepresentations of pM,∆M q on Hilbert spaces Kr, we know by [5] that

pB, αq � p`rPIMKr b Ckr ,`rPIMUr b 1q

as a comodule over the Hopf algebra A �M , where kr   8.

Now if β is the projective corepresentation associated with G12U13, then

βpxq � U�
13pαb ιqpxqU13, for all x P BpH q bBpK q.

Hence if rB is the linear span of the spectral subspaces of β, then as a comodule, we have

rB � U c �B � U,
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where U c denotes the contragredient of U and where we denote by � the tensor product of corep-
resentations/comodules. But this means that the trivial corepresentation appears in rB with multi-
plicity

°
grkr, where gr is the multiplicity of Ur � U � U c. Hence the fixed point algebra of β is

finite-dimensional, and by the previous Proposition, J will have as its cardinality the dimension of a
maximal abelian subalgebra of the fixed point algebra of β. Hence J is finite.

The previous proposition leads to the following considerations. Let pN,∆N q be a fixed right Galois
co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q. Then we can make a W�-category D by
considering as objects the pN,∆N q-corepresentations which are (isomorphic to) finite direct sums of
irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations, and as morphisms bounded intertwiners. Then if we denote
by C the tensor W�-category of finite-dimensional pM,∆M q-corepresentations, we can make D into
a right C -module by the natural composition introduced above:

D � C Ñ D : pG, Uq Ñ G12U13,

while the action of morphisms is simply by tensoring. We can then also turn FN :� `rPINZ into a
module over the fusion ring FM :� `rPIMZ by means of the fusion rules associated with this categor-
ical construction.

But in fact, there is another different way in which to obtain these fusion rules, making use of the
theory developed in [28]. In that paper, Wassermann’s multiplicity theory for ergodic compact Lie
group actions on C�-and von Neumann algebras is extended to the setting of compact Woronowicz
algebras. Although the paper works in the C�-algebraic realm and uses right coactions, the results
also apply in the von Neumann algebra setting and with left actions, and we make the transition
without further comment in explaining these ideas.

Let then pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra with an ergodic coaction α on a von Neumann
algebra A. It is well-known that the crossed product

M 
A � tpxb 1qαpyq | x PM,y P Au2 � BpL 2pMq bL 2pAqq
is a von Neumann algebraic direct sum of type I factors. Let Iα be the set of atoms of the center
of M 
 A, and let Fα be the free abelian group generated by Iα. Then one can turn Fα into a right
FM -module by the following procedure. Let tps | s P Iαu be the set of minimal projections in the
center of M 
 A, and choose for each s P Iα a minimal projection es ¤ ps in M 
 A. We can equip
the corners espBpL 2pMqqb̄Aqet with a left pM,∆M q-coaction αst by the formula

αstpzq � pΣb 1qpV �
12pιb αqpzqV12qpΣb 1q.

For each r P IM , s, t P Iα, define M
prq
st to be the dimension of the set of pM,∆M q-intertwiners between

the corepresentation Ur associated with r and αst. Then the action of r P IM on an element t P Iα is
defined as

t � r :�
¸
sPIα

M
prq
ts � s.

Let now pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for the compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q. Choose
r P IN . Then we can apply the above ideas to the left coaction αr on BpHrq, where αr is the coaction
associated with the irreducible projective pN,∆N q-corepresentation Gr pertaining to r. We claim
that the resulting right FM -module is independent of the choice of r, and coincides precisely with the
right FM -module as constructed after Proposition 3.9. We will briefly indicate how this can be proven.

We first observe that M
BpHrq equals G�r p pNb̄BpHrqqGr. Indeed, this follows by the characterization
of pN as a fixed point space, by the pentagon identity for rV (and the related pentagon identity for
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Gr), by the fact that Gr implements αr, and finally by the characterization of M 
BpHrq as the set
of elements z in BpL 2pMqqb̄BpHrq satisfying

V12z13V
�

12 � pιb αrqpzq.
Hence we already see that Iαr � IN .

Choose then for each s P IN the element

es :� es,00 b er,00 P pNb̄BpHrq �M 
BpHrq
as a minimal projection. Then by transporting all structure with the aid of G, one sees that the corner
espBpL 2pMqqb̄BpHrqqet is isomorphic to es,00BpL 2pNqqet,00, equipped with the restriction of the
coaction AdL (which appears in the proof of Proposition 1.10). This may further be simplified to the
coaction

αst : BpHs,Htq ÑMb̄BpHs,Htq : xÑ G�s p1b xqGt.
This final coaction may be interpreted as corresponding to the (ordinary) corepresentation ‘Gcs � Gt’.
A Frobenius-type argument then shows that this corepresentation contains some Uu with u P IM as
much times as Gt is contained in Gs � Uu. This shows that the two mentioned fusion rules indeed
coincide, and ends our sketch of proof.

To end this section, let us come back to comparing the structures of pN,∆N q and pN,∆op
N q which we

started in Lemma 1.18. We begin by introducing a certain antipode on a subspace of N .

Proposition 3.10. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact quantum group pM,∆M q.
Denote by N the linear span of the rVr,ij in N (see Lemma 1.17). Denote by A the corresponding
subspace of M , which coincides with the Hopf �-algebra associated with pM,∆M q (see the remark after
Notation 2.10). Then the following statements hold.

1. The space N is a right A -module.

2. If we define the anti-linear map

SN p � q� : N Ñ N : rVr,ij Ñ rVr,ji,
then for all x P N and y P A , we have

SN pxyq� � SN pxq�SM pyq�,
where SM denotes the antipode of the Hopf �-algebra A .

3. For all r P IN and 0 ¤ i, j   nr, we have

ΛN pSN prVr,ijq�q �
�
Tr,j
Tr,i


1{2

J
pN
ΛN prVr,ijq,

where J
pN

denotes the modular conjugation for pN , given by er,i b er,j Ñ er,j b er,i.

Proof. As the rVr,ij form a basis of N , it is easy to see that SN p � q� is well-defined. Moreover, using
the formulas in Lemma 1.17.1, the third statement follows immediately. As for the first point, this is
an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.9.2.

So the only thing left to show is the second statement, which is at least meaningful by the first part
of the proposition.
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For ω in the predual of pN 1, denote by ω the normal functional xÑ ωpx�q on pN 1. Let us call a normal
functional on pN 1 elementary when it is of the form er,ij Ñ ωper,jiq for some ω in the linear span of
the ωs,kl (see Notation 1.14). Then with ω elementary, we immediately obtain the formula

SN ppω b ιqprV qq� � pω b ιqprV q. (6)

Choose now normal functionals ω1 and ω2 on respectively BpL 2pNqq and BpL 2pMqq which restrict

to elementary functionals on respectively pN 1 and xM 1. Then by the pentagonal identity for rV , we have

pω1 b ιqprV qpω2 b ιqpV q � prω b ιqprV q,
where rω is the functional

x P BpL 2pNqq Ñ pω1 b ω2qprV �
12p1b xqrV12q.

By the first part of the proposition, the restriction of rω to pN 1 is again elementary. Combining these
statements with equation (6) (and the corresponding one for SM ), we see that SN p � q� is indeed right
SM p � q�-linear.

We can now make the connection between the adjoint coactions of pM,∆M q on pN and pM,∆op
M q onpN 1 respectively (see the remark after Lemma 1.18). Let us first recall that any compact Woronowicz

algebra pM,∆M q is endowed with an involutive anti-comultiplicative anti-�-automorphism RM , given
by the formula

RM pxq � J
xM
x�J

xM
for all x PM.

More concretely, we have RM pWr,ijq � Vr,ji for all r P IM and 0 ¤ i, j   mr. We will also denote

C
pN

: pN Ñ pN 1 : xÑ J
pN
x�J

pN
� x�,

and use the same notation for its inverse.

Proposition 3.11. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for a compact Woronowicz algebra pM,∆M q.
Let pN,∆op

N q be the co-opposite right Galois co-object for pM,∆op
M q. Then the right adjoint coaction

of pM,∆op
M q on pN copq^ � pN 1 is given by

xÑ pCN bRM qAdRpCN pxqq.
Proof. Note that the right adjoint coaction on BpHrq is, by its definition and by Lemma 1.18.1, given
as

xÑ rV �pxb 1qrV .
Denote now by J

pN
the modular conjugation for pN , which we recall is simply the map

L 2pNq Ñ L 2pNq : er,i b er,j Ñ er,j b er,j .

It is then easily seen that the proposition follows one we can prove the following identity:

rV � pJ
pN
b J

pN
qpΣ�W �ΣqpJ

pN
b J

xM
q. (7)

Now piecewise, the identity (7) corresponds to the identities

J
pN
�W �
r,jiJxM � rVr,ij , for all r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr.

But in [8], it was proven that J
pN
xJ

xM
P N for x P N (see the remark just before Lemma 4.3 in that

paper). Hence we only have to check if

J
pN
�W �
r,jiJxMξM � rVr,ijξM , for all r P IN , 0 ¤ i, j   nr.

This now follows from an easy computation using Lemma 1.17.
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Remark: It seems nicer to treat the right adjoint pM,∆op
M q-coaction on pN 1 as a left pM,∆M q-coaction:

AdL : pN 1 ÑMb̄ pN 1 : xÑ ΣrV �pxb 1qrV Σ.

These then localize to left adjoint coactions Ad
prq
L on the BpHrq. Note that the map AdL (as well as

the map SN ) in fact already appeared in the proof of Proposition 1.10, and that the Ad
prq
L are nothing

but the rpN,∆N qs-corepresentations of pM,∆M q associated with the pN,∆N q-corepresentations ΣrVrΣ
from Theorem 3.2.

4 Reflecting a compact Woronowicz algebra across a Ga-

lois co-object

In this section, we will consider in the special case of compact Woronowicz algebras a technique which
was introduced in [10]. The following theorem was proven in [10], Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 0.7.

Theorem 4.1. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, and pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object
for pM,∆M q. Denote by P � BpL 2pNqq the von Neumann algebra which is generated by elements of
the form xy�, where x, y P N . Then P can be made into a von Neumann bialgebra, the comultiplication
∆P being uniquely determined by the fact that

∆P pxy�q � ∆N pxq∆N pyq� for all x, y P N.

The von Neumann bialgebra pP,∆P q furthermore admits (not necessarily finite) left and right ∆P -
invariant nsf weights (i.e. is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group in the terminology of [20]).

The following theorem gives a concrete formula for the above invariant weights. We will use the
notations introduced in the first three sections (see Notation 1.14 and Notation 2.10).

Theorem 4.2. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Woronowicz algebra, pN,∆N q a right Galois co-object for
pM,∆M q, and pP,∆P q the von Neumann bialgebra introduced in Theorem 4.1. Then, up to a positive
scalar, the left invariant nsf weight ϕP satisfies

rVr,ij rV �
s,kl P MϕP

with

ϕP prVr,ij rV �
s,klq � δr,sδi,kδj,l

Tr,j
Ar,j

,

while the right invariant nsf weight ψP satisfies, again up to a positive scalar,

�W �
r,ij
�Ws,kl P MψP

and

ψP p�W �
r,ij
�Ws,klq � δr,sδi,kδj,l

Tr,i
Ar,i

.

Proof. For the proof of the theorem, we have to explain first how the invariant weights ϕP and ψP
can be obtained. This goes back to Theorem 4.8 of [8].

Denote by ∇it
N,M the following one-parametergroup of unitaries on L 2pNq:

∇it
N,M � ∇it

pN
J
pN
δit
pN
J
pN
,
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where ∇
pN

is the modular operator associated with the weight ϕ
pN

on pN . On basis vectors, this
one-parametergroup is concretely given as

∇it
N,Mer,i b er,j � A�it

r,j T
it
r,jT

�it
r,i er,i b er,j .

We can then implement on N a one-parametergroup σN,Mt , determined by the formula

σN,Mt pxq � ∇it
N,Mx∇�it

M , for all x P N,

where ∇M is the modular operator on L 2pMq associated with ϕM . One verifies that this is well-
defined by using the commutation relation

p∇it
M b 1q�W p∇�it

N,M b 1q � p1b∇�it
pN
q�W p1b∇it

pN
δit
pN
q,

proven in Proposition 3.20 of [8] (we remark that the P -operator introduced there coincides with ∇
pN
,

as the modular element of pM,∆M q is trivial). This commutation relation also immediately shows
that

σN,Mt prVr,ijq � T�itr,i T
it
r,jA

�it
r,j
rVr,ij ,

using the notation from Lemma 1.17.1.

Now by construction (see the discussion preceding Lemma 4.4 in [8]), all elements x P N which are
analytic with respect to σN,Mt will lie in the space of square integrable elements of ϕP , by the formula

ϕP pxx�q � ϕM pσN,M�i{2 pxq�σN,M�i{2 pxqq.

By polarity, we get for x, y P N analytic w.r.t. σN,Mt that

ϕP pxy�q � ϕM pσN,M�i{2 pyq�σN,M�i{2 pxqq.

Applying this to x � rVr,ij and y � rVs,kl, and using the orthogonality relations between the rVr,ij , we
immediately get the first formula in the statement of the theorem.

For the second formula, we can use the expression ψP � ϕP � RP , where RP was an involutory
anti-automorphism on P determined by the formula

RP pxq � J
pN
x�J

pN
, for all x P P

(see Lemma 4.3 in [8]). In fact, the discussion before that lemma states that, for x, y P N , we have
RP pxy�q � RN pyq�RN pxq, where

RN : N Ñ Nop : xÑ J
xM
x�J

pN
.

By applying RN prVr,ijq� to ξM , we find that

RN prVr,ijq � �Wr,ji

(see also the proof of Proposition 3.11). Applying then ϕP �RP to �W �
r,ij
�Ws,kl and using the first part

of the proof, the expression for ψP as in the statement of the theorem follows.

From the formulas in Theorem 4.2, we can draw the following conclusions.
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Proposition 4.3. Let pM,∆M q, pN,∆N q and pP,∆P q be as in the foregoing theorem.

1. If pP,∆P q is a compact Woronowicz algebra (that is, if ϕP and ψP are finite), then all nr   8,
i.e. all irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations of pM,∆M q are finite-dimensional.

2. Conversely, if one of the irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations for pM,∆M q is finite-dimensional,
then they all are, and then pP,∆P q is a compact Woronowicz algebra.

3. If pP,∆P q is unimodular (that is, if ϕP is a multiple of ψP ), then there exist positive numbers
dr such that Ar � d2

rT
2
r (where the Ar were introduced in Notation 2.10).

Remark: If the condition in the third point is satisfied, then one could interpret dr as a (finite!)
relative quantum dimension of the irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentation corresponding to r, in anal-
ogy with the case of ordinary irreducible corepresentations (compare with Proposition 2.2). Here the
relativity refers to one irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentation w.r.t. another, as δ

pN
is only determined

up to a positive scalar. We note that we do not know of any particular examples where pP,∆P q is
not unimodular, so it could well be that this condition is always fulfilled.

Proof. The third point follows immediately from the formulas in the previous theorem combined with
Lemma 1.17, as there then exists a positive number c ¡ 0 such that

Ar,j
Ar,i

� c
T 2
r,j

T 2
r,i

.

If pP,∆P q is moreover compact, then for any r P IN and 0 ¤ i   nr, we get, by using the unitary of�Wr (and the normality of ψP ), that

ψP p1q � ψP p
nr�1¸
i�0

�W �
r,ij
�Wr,ijq

�
nr�1¸
i�0

ψP p�W �
r,ij
�Wr,ijq

� 1

d2
r

nr�1¸
i�0

1

Ti,r
  8.

As the Tr,i are summable, the final sum must necessarily be finite, i.e. nr   8.

Finally, suppose that pM,∆M q has a finite-dimensional irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentation, say

corresponding to the index value r. Then as ψP p1q � ψP p
°nr�1
i�0

�W �
r,ij
�Wr,ijq, we see that ψP is finite,

and hence pP,∆P q is a compact Woronowicz algebra. By the second point, also all other irreducible
pN,∆N q-corepresentations of pM,∆M q are finite-dimensional.

Remark: In case the irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations are finite-dimensional, the linear span of

the �W �
r,ij generates inside N a purely algebraic Galois co-object N for the Hopf algebra A inside

pM,∆M q. Conversely, if one starts with a Galois co-object for A , satisfying some suitable relations
with the �-structure, we can in essence develop the whole theory so far in an algebraic way, and then
necessarily the reflection will correspond to a compact quantum group (this was essentially already
observed in [7], see also [32]). As it turns out, there do exist interesting Galois co-objects which are of
a non-algebraic type (see the final section), which was part of the motivation for writing this paper.
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5 Galois co-objects and projective corepresentations for

compact Kac algebras

In this short section, we show that when one deals with compact Kac algebras (see Definition 1.1),
one is always in the algebraic setup (see the remark at the end of the previous section).

Proposition 5.1. Let pN,∆N q be a Galois co-object for a compact Kac algebra pM,∆M q, and let
pP,∆P q be the reflected von Neumann bialgebra as obtained in Theorem 4.1. Then also pP,∆P q is a
compact Kac algebra.

Proof. As we recalled in Theorem 2.9, the modular element δit
pN

satisfies α
pN
pδit
pN
q � δit

pN
bδit

xM
. However,

for a compact Kac algebra, δ
xM
� 1. By ergodicity of α

pN
, we then conclude that we can take δ

pN
� 1.

From Theorem 4.2 and the normality of ψP , we then find

ψP p1q � ψP p
nr�1¸
i�0

�W �
r,ij
�Wr,ijq

�
nr�1¸
i�0

ψP p�W �
r,ij
�Wr,ijq

�
nr�1¸
i�0

Ti,r � 1,

so that ψP is finite, and pP,∆P q thus a compact Woronowicz algebra.

But then pP,∆P q is in particular unimodular, so that the third point of Proposition 4.3 gives us that Tr
is a scalar matrix, and hence just 1

nr
times the unit matrix on Hr. This shows that the one-parameter-

group ∇it
N,M , which we introduced in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.2, is trivial. As σϕPt pxy�q �

σN,Mt pxqσN,Mt pyq� for all x, y P N (which follows from the fact that σN,Mt is actually the restriction

to N of the modular automorphism group of the balanced weight ϕP ` τM on

�
P N
Nop M



), we get

that σϕPt is trivial, and hence ϕP is a trace. This concludes the proof.

Combining the previous proposition with Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 4.3, we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 5.2. Let pM,∆M q be a compact Kac algebra. If H is a Hilbert space, and α : BpH q Ñ
Mb̄BpH q a coaction, then the following statements hold.

1. The trace on BpH q is α-invariant.

2. If α is ergodic, then H is finite-dimensional.

In particular, this says that the invariant state associated with an ergodic coaction of a compact Kac
algebra on a type I-factor is tracial. Note that this is not true for ergodic coactions of Kac algebras
on arbitrary von Neumann algebras (counterexamples can be found in [4]). It would be nice to have
a more direct proof of the above corollary, but we were not able to produce one.
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6 Projective corepresentations of finite-dimensional Kac

algebras

In this section, we will briefly review what can be said concerning the situation of finite-dimensional
compact Woronowicz (and hence Kac) algebras.

Proposition 6.1. Let pM,∆M q be a finite-dimensional Kac algebra, and pN,∆N q a right Galois
co-object for pM,∆M q. Then N is finite-dimensional with dimpNq � dimpMq, and pN,∆N q is cleft.

Proof. Choose r P IN . Then as the right coaction Ad
prq
R of pM,∆M q on BpHrq is ergodic, it is easy

to see immediately that nr � dimpHrq is finite. Then take r P IN fixed. As N is the σ-weak closure

of the set t�W �
r,ijm | 0 ¤ i, j ¤ nr,m PMu by Lemma 2.5, we see that N is finite-dimensional. As �W �

gives a unitary from L 2pNq bL 2pMq to L 2pNq bL 2pNq, necessarily dimpNq � dimpMq.

Now disregarding the �-structures, we get that pN,∆N q is a Galois co-object for the Hopf algebra
pM,∆M q. It is then well-known that pN,∆N q is cleft in this weaker form (see for example the remark
following Corollary 3.2.4 in [26]). But this means that N �M as right M -modules. As M is a direct
sum of matrix algebras, it is easy to see that we can in fact find a unitary u : L 2pNq Ñ L 2pMq
such that uN � M . Hence we may identify L 2pNq with L 2pMq and N with M . We can then
consider Ω � ∆N p1M q. By right linearity of ∆N , we then get ∆N pxq � Ω∆M pxq for all x P N , and
by coassociativity of ∆N we have that Ω satisfies the 2-cocycle relation. Hence pN,∆N q is cleft.

Remark: Finite Galois co-objects (in the operator algebra context) have also been dealt with in the
papers [12], [31] and, in a more general setting, [17].

For later purposes, we also introduce the following definition of a non-degenerate 2-cocycle (see Defi-
nition 1.19 for the general notion of a unitary 2-cocycle).

Definition 6.2. Let pM,∆M q be a finite-dimensional compact Kac algebra, and Ω a unitary 2-cocycle
for pM,∆M q. We call Ω non-degenerate if the associated Galois object pN is a (finite-dimensional)
type I-factor.

This terminology was introduced in [1]. One observes that, as p pN,α
pN
q is then in fact also a projective

(right) corepresentation for pxM,∆
xM
q, we can create from it a Galois co-object for pxM,∆

xM
q, which

will then necessarily also be cleft. If we denote by pΩ P xM b xM an implementing unitary 2-cocycle,
then pΩ turns out to be non-degenerate again, and the correspondence rΩs Ñ rpΩs between cohomology

classes of non-degenerate 2-cocycles of resp. pM,∆M q and pxM,∆
xM
q is a bijection. (For the proof of

this result, we refer again to [1].) To give a simple example, consider a finite abelian group G. Then
the bicharacter on pG�G given by evaluation gives a non-degenerate 2-cocycle function Ω on G� pG
by the formula ppg, χq, ph, χ1qq Ñ χphq, and its dual is simply the same construction applied to the
evaluation bicharacter on pG�G.

7 Projective corepresentations for cocommutative Kac

algebras

As a second special case, we will consider compact Woronowicz algebras pM,∆M q which have a
cocommutative coproduct: ∆op

M � ∆M . It is not so difficult to show that pM,∆M q is then Kac, and
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in fact that M � L pΓq for some (countable) discrete group Γ, the coproduct being given by

∆M pλgq � λg b λg for all g P Γ,

where the λg denote the standard unitary generators in the group von Neumann algebra L pΓq. We
will in the following denote L pΓq as shorthand for pL pΓq,∆L pΓqq, and we denote the invariant trace

by τ . The dual discrete Woronowicz algebra pxM,∆
xM
q is then simply the function space l8pΓq,

equipped with the coproduct

∆
xM

: l8pΓq Ñ l8pΓqb̄l8pΓq � l8pΓ� Γq

such that
∆
xM
pfqpg, hq � fpghq for all g, h P Γ.

We will in the following write L 2pL pΓqq � l2pΓq of course, and then, with δg being the Dirac function
at the point g P Γ, we have

ΛL pΓqpλgq � δg.

As group von Neumann algebras are in particular Kac algebras, we know from Corollary 5.2 that they
can only act ergodically on type I factors which are of finite type. Let us give a more immediate proof
of this fact in this particular case.

Lemma 7.1. Let Γ be a discrete group. Let B be a von Neumann algebra, and suppose that we have
given an ergodic coaction

α : B Ñ L pΓq bB.

If we denote by φB the unique α-invariant state on B, then φB is a trace.

Proof. For each g P Γ, denote Bg � tx P B | αpxq � λg b xu. As α is ergodic, it is easily seen that
each Bg is either zero- or one-dimensional. It is further immediate that Bg �Bh � Bgh for all g, h P Γ,
and that B�

g � Bg�1 . Therefore, whenever Bg is not zero-dimensional, we may assume that Bg � Cug
with ug a unitary. We may moreover assume that u�g � ug�1 . When Bg � 0, we will denote ug � 0.

We claim that the linear span of the ug is σ-weakly dense in B. Indeed, if this was not the case, then
we could find a nonzero x P B with φBpxugq � 0 for all g P Γ. But as φB � pτ b ιqα by definition,
this would imply that

pτ b ιqpαpxqpλg b 1qqug � 0 for all g P Γ.

Now an easy computation shows that for all g P Γ, we have

pτ b ιqpαpxqpλg b 1qq P B�
g .

Hence we in fact have
pτ b ιqpαpxqpλg b 1qq � 0 for all g P Γ.

This implies αpxq � 0, and so x � 0, which is a contradiction.

It is now enough to prove that φBpuguhq � φBpuhugq for all g, h P Γ. But the left hand side is a
multiple of φBpughq, which is zero in case g � h�1. Similarly, the right hand side is zero in case
g � h�1. As both sides equal 1 when g � h�1, we are done.

Remark: General coactions of group von Neumann algebras (or rather, of the associated group C�-
algebras), have been studied in the theory of Fell bundles over groups (see for example [25]). The
intuitive connection between these notions is essentially contained the above proof.
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Corollary 7.2. Let Γ be a discrete group, H a Hilbert space, and

α : BpH q Ñ L pΓqb̄BpH q
an ergodic coaction of L pΓq on BpH q. Then the following statements hold.

1. The dimension of H is finite.

2. There exists a finite subgroup H of Γ such that

αpBpH qq � L pHq bBpH q,
and such that, denoting by β the coaction α with range restricted to L pHq bBpH q, the couple
pBpH q, βq is a (left) Galois object for L pHq.

Remark: The notion of a Galois object was introduced in the second section. In the finite-dimensional
setting, it may be defined as follows: let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf �-algebra with a left coaction
β on a finite-dimensional �-algebra B. Then pB, βq is called a left Galois object for A if the map

B bB Ñ AbB : xb y Ñ βpxqp1b yq
is a bijection.

Proof. By the previous lemma, we know that BpH q admits a tracial state. Hence H must be finite.

As for the second point, this is rather a corollary of the proof of the previous proposition. For, using
the notation introduced there, denote by H the set of elements g in Γ for which ug � 0. As the ug
are orthogonal to each other with respect to the α-invariant state, we must have that H is finite. As
ug � uh is a non-zero multiple of ugh, and u�g � ug�1 , we must have that H is a finite group. It is then
immediate that indeed αpBpH qq � L pHq bBpH q.

The coaction β of L pHq on BpH q is then clearly also an ergodic action, with the ordinary (normal-
ized) trace tr as its invariant state. This implies that the map

L 2pBpH q, trq bL 2pBpH q, trq Ñ pL 2pL pHqq, τq bL 2pBpH q, trq : xb y Ñ βpxqp1b yq
is isometric and thus injective. As the ug with g P H form an orthonormal basis of BpH q, we have
that the order of H equals the square of the dimension of H . Hence a comparison of dimensions
shows that the above map is also surjective, which proves that pBpH q, βq is a left Galois object for
L pHq.

Proposition 7.3. Let Γ be a discrete group, and let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for L pΓq.
Then there exists a finite subgroup H � Γ and a non-degenerate 2-cocycle Ω for L pHq, such that
pN,∆N q is isomorphic to the cleft Galois co-object induced by Ω (considered as a 2-cocycle for L pΓq).

Proof. Let pN,∆N q be a right Galois co-object for L pΓq. Using the terminology introduced in
Definition 3.6, choose an irreducible rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation

α : BpH q Ñ L pΓq bBpH q

of L pΓq on a Hilbert space H (for example, one of the Ad
prq
L , see the end of the third section). By

the previous proposition, we know that H is finite-dimensional, and that we can choose a minimal
finite subgroup H � Γ for which

αpBpH qq � L pHq bBpH q.
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We moreover know that the corresponding coaction β of L pHq on BpH q is then a Galois object.
This means that the Galois co-object pNH ,∆NH q which is associated with β (as a projective corep-
resentation) may be taken to be equal to pL pHq,Ω∆L pHqp � qq, where Ω P L pHq b L pHq is a
non-degenerate unitary 2-cocycle (see the final remarks of the previous section). Denote further
p rN,∆

rN
q :� pL pΓq,Ω∆L pΓqp � qq, which is a cleft Galois co-object for L pΓq.

Let then G be a projective pNH ,∆NH q-corepresentation which implements β. As NH � L pHq �rN � L pΓq, we may interpret G to be an element of rN b BpH q. It is trivial to see that G is then
an p rN,∆

rN
q-corepresentation which implements α. Therefore pN,∆N q is isomorphic to p rN,∆

rN
q as a

right Galois co-object for L pΓq (see the remark after Definition 3.6), which proves the proposition.

Corollary 7.4. If Γ is a torsionless discrete group, or more generally, a group with no finite sub-
groups of square order, then any Galois co-object for pL pΓq,∆L pΓqq is isomorphic to pL pΓq,∆L pΓqq
as a right Galois co-object.

In particular, any unitary 2-cocycle for L pΓq is then a 2-coboundary (see the remark after Example
1.20).

Proof. The statement concerning torsionless discrete groups is of course an immediate consequence of
the previous proposition. As for the statement concerning the case when there are no finite subgroups
of square order, observe that if K is any finite group for which some BpH q allows a Galois object
structure for l8pKq, then necessarily |K| � dimpHq2.

Remarks:

1. For finite groups, Proposition 7.3 was proven in [24] (see also [13]).

2. In [16], it is shown that for any group Γ, all quasi-symmetric 2-cocycles for L pΓq, i.e. cocycles
which also satisfy ΣΩΣ � ηΩ for some η P S1, are coboundaries. (The authors weaken this to
allow unitaries satisfying the 2-cocycle condition up to a scalar, but it is possible to show that,
in any compact Woronowicz algebra, such unitaries are automatically 2-cocycles).

3. One can also easily describe the Galois objects dual to the Galois co-objects appearing in Propo-
sition 7.3. Namely, if we have given a discrete group Γ, a finite subgroup H and a non-degenerate
2-cocycle Ω for L pHq, let γ : BpH q Ñ BpH q b l8pHq be the Galois object for l8pHq dual
to the Galois co-object associated with Ω. Then the dual of the Galois co-object for L pΓq
associated with pH,Ωq is the induction of γ to Γ. The underlying von Neumann algebra of this
construction consists of the set of all elements x P BpH q b l8pΓq for which

pγ b ιqpxq � pιb βl8pHqqpxq,

where βl8pHq is the coaction associated with the left translation action of H on Γ. The right
coaction α of l8pΓq on this von Neumann algebra is then simply given by right translation,
i.e. αpxq :� pιb∆l8pΓqqpxq.

The projective corepresentations associated with the Galois co-objects for L pΓq can be determined
as follows.

Proposition 7.5. Let Γ be a discrete group with a finite subgroup H. Let Ω be a non-degenerate
2-cocycle for L pHq, and let G P L pHq b BpH q be the associated irreducible Ω-corepresentation on
some Hilbert space H .
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Then with pN,∆N q the cleft Galois co-object for L pΓq associated with Ω P L pΓqbL pΓq, we have
IN � HzΓ, and a maximal set of irreducible non-isomorphic pN,∆N q-corepresentations is given by
the set

GHg :� GpλspHgq b 1q P L pΓq bBpH q,
where s : HzΓ Ñ Γ is a fixed section for Γ Ñ HzΓ.

Remark: As Ω is assumed to be non-degenerate for L pHq, the unitary G is indeed the unique Ω-
corepresentation for L pHq, up to isomorphism.

Proof. It is immediately seen that the right regular pN,∆N q-corepresentation for L pΓq equals rV �
ΩV , while the left regular pNop,∆Nopq-corepresentation equals �W � Ω�

HW . For g P Γ, let δHg P
Bpl2pΓqq be the indicator function for the coset Hg. Clearly, δHg commutes pointwise with L pHq.
Using then the definition of pN as a fixed point set (see Proposition 1.10), it is easy to check that

δHg P pN . Using the second definition of pN as the closure of the right leg of �W (see again Proposition

1.10), we get that in fact δHg P Z p pNq, the center of pN .

We claim now that IN � HzΓ, and that the rVHg :� rV pδHg b 1q are the irreducible components of rV .

Indeed, as rV � `gH rVHg, it is enough to show that each of the sets tpι b ωqprVHgq | ω P L pΓq�u is a
type I-factor. But denoting VH � °hPH δh b λh, an easy computation shows that

rVHg � pρg b 1qΩVHpρ�g b λgq,

where ρg is a right translation operator on l2pΓq, i.e. ρgδk � δkg for g, k P Γ. As we assumed that Ω is
a non-degenerate 2-cocycle, we know that tpιbωqpΩVHq | ω P L pΓq�u is a type I-factor. This proves
the claim.

Now the irreducible Ω-corepresentation ΣrVHgΣ of L pΓq is immediately seen to be isomorphic to

the Ω-corepresentation GgH in the statement of the proposition, while rVH is isomorphic to G as an
Ω-corepresentation for L pHq. This then finishes the proof.

Remarks:

1. With the help of this proposition, one can show that if H and K are two finite subgroups of
Γ, with respective non-degenerate 2-cocycles ΩH and ΩK , then the associated Galois co-objects
pN,∆N q and p rN,∆

rN
q for L pΓq are isomorphic iff there exists g P Γ and a unitary u P L pHq

with g�1Hg � K and

pλg b λgqΩ2pλ�g b λ�g q � pu� b u�qΩ1∆L pHqpuq.

2. One can also be more specific on when the projective corepresentations associated with two given
pN,∆N q-corepresentations as above are actually isomorphic. Namely, using the notation as in
the statement of the proposition, let αg be the coaction of L pΓq on BpH q implemented by GHg.
We may assume that αe is the ‘extension’ of the coaction β of L pHq on BpH q implemented by
G. Then we have αg � αe iff gHg�1 � H and Ω is coboundary equivalent to pλgbλgqΩpλ�g bλ�g q
(inside L pHq).
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8 A projective representation for SUqp2q

In this section, we want to consider one special and non-trivial example of a projective representation
of the compact quantum group SUqp2q. This projective representation will be nothing else but (a
completion of) its action on the standard Podles̀ sphere.

Let us first recall the definition of SUqp2q on the von Neumann algebra level. For the rest of this
section, we fix a number 0   q   1.

Definition 8.1. Denote L 2pSUqp2qq � l2pNq b l2pNq b l2pZq. Consider on it the operators

a �
¸
kPN0

a
1� q2k ek�1,k b 1b 1,

b � p
¸
kPN

qk ekkq b 1b S,

where S denotes the forward bilateral shift.

Then the compact Woronowicz algebra pL8pSUqp2qq,∆�q consists of the von Neumann algebra

L8pSUqp2qq � Bpl2pI�qqb̄1b̄L pZq � BpL 2pSUqp2qqq,
equipped with the unique unital normal �-homomorphism

∆� : L8pSUqp2qq Ñ L8pSUqp2qqb̄L8pSUqp2qq
which satisfies "

∆�paq � ab a� qb� b b
∆�pbq � bb a� a� b b.

Its invariant state ϕ� is given by the formula

ϕ�peij b 1b Skq � δi,jδk,0p1� q2qq2k, for all i, j P N, k P Z,

and we may identify L 2pSUqp2qq with the Hilbert space in the GNS-construction for ϕ� by putting

ξM �
a

1� q2
°
iPN q

i ei b ei b e0.

The definition of the standard Podles̀ sphere and the associated action of SUqp2q takes the following
form on the von Neumann algebraic level.

Definition 8.2. Define L8pS2
q0q to be the von Neumann algebra inside L8pSUqp2qq generated by

X � qb�a and Z � b�b. Then ∆� restricts to a left (ergodic) coaction α of L8pSUqp2qq on L8pS2
q0q.

We say that this coaction corresponds to ‘the action of SUqp2q on the standard Podles̀ sphere’.

One can show that L8pS2
q0q may be identified with the von Neumann algebra Bpl2pNqq, in such a

way that
X Ñ

¸
kPN0

qk
a

1� q2k ek�1,k

Z Ñ
¸
kPN

q2k ekk.

Under this correspondence, the α-invariant state on L8pS2
q0q � Bpl2pNqq equals

φαpeijq � δijp1� q2qq2i.

In the terminology of the present paper, the coaction α is thus an irreducible projective representation
of SUqp2q on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. In [9], we computed the associated Galois co-object.
To introduce it, let us first recall some notations from q-analysis (see [14]).
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Notation 8.3. For n P NY t8u and a P C, we denote

pa; qqn �
n�1¹
k�0

p1� qkaq,

which determines analytic functions in the variable a with no zeroes in the open unit disc.

For n P N and a P C, we denote by pnpx; a, 0 | qq the Wall polynomial of degree n with parameter
value a; so

pnpx; a, 0 | qq � 2ϕ1pq�n, 0; qa | q, qxq,
where 2ϕ1 denotes Heine’s basic hypergeometric function.

Proposition 8.4. Let L 2pNq � l2pZq b l2pZq b l2pZq. Denote by v the operator S�b 1b 1, where S
denotes the forward bilateral shift, and by L0� the operator such that

L0�pen b em b ekq � pq2n�2; q2q1{28 en b em b ek,

so L0� � upq2b�b; q2q1{28 with u the canonical isometric inclusion of l2pNq b l2pNq b l2pZq into
l2pZqb l2pZqb l2pZq. Denote N for the σ-weak closure of the right L8pSUqp2qq-module generated by
the elements vnL0�, where n P Z. (One easily shows that N equals the set Bpl2pNq, l2pZqqb̄1bL pZq.)

Then there exists a unique Galois co-object structure pN,∆N q on N for which

∆N pvnL0�q � pvn b vnq � p
8̧

p�0

pq2; q2q�1
p vpL0�b

p b vpL0�p�qb�qpq,

the right hand side converging in norm.

The coaction α of L8pSUqp2qq on L8pS2
q0q is then an irreducible rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation, and an

associated implementing pN,∆N q-corepresentation G is determined by the following formula: denoting
G � °s,tPN Gts b ets P Nb̄Bpl2pNqq, we have, for 0 ¤ t ¤ s, that

Gts � qtpt�sq
�pq2; q2qs
pq2; q2qt


1{2

pq2; q2q�1
s�t � vs�tL0�b

s�t � ptpb�b; q2ps�tq, 0 | q2q,

while for 0 ¤ s ¤ t, we have

Gts � qsps�tq
� pq2; q2qt
pq2; q2qs


1{2

pq2; q2q�1
t�s � vt�sL0�p�qb�qt�s � pspb�b; q2pt�sq, 0 | q2q.

For the rest of this section, we take pM,∆M q to be pL8pSUqp2qq,∆L8pSUqp2qqq, and we fix the right
Galois co-object pN,∆N q for pM,∆M q introduced above. We then also keep using the notations intro-
duced above, as well as those from the first four sections.

Our aim now is to describe in more detail the structure of the Galois co-object pN,∆N q. In particular,
we want to find a complete set of irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations. This is in fact not so difficult.

Proposition 8.5. Let pN,∆N q be the Galois co-object and G the pN,∆N q-corepresentation introduced
in Proposition 8.4.

Then the set of unitaries
Gpnq :� pvn b 1qG, n P Z
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forms a complete set of irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations for L8pSUqp2qq.

In particular, the set IN of isomorphism classes of irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations can be nat-
urally identified with Z.

Proof. It is trivial to see that the Gpnq are indeed irreducible pN,∆N q-corepresentations, by the group-
like property of v. We then only need to show that the Gpnq are mutually non-isomorphic and have
σ-weakly dense linear span in N .

We first prove that all Gpnq are mutually non-isomorphic. As an isomorphism between Gpnq and Gpmq
would induce an isomorphism between Gp0q and Gpm�nq, it is sufficient to show that G � Gp0q is not
isomorphic to Gpnq for n � 0. But for this, it is in turn sufficient to show that L0� � G00 is orthogonal

to all Gpnqts , by the orthogonality relations in Lemma 1.17.2 (and Theorem 3.2.2).

Now we remark that ϕ� satisfies the property that ϕ�pambkpb�qlq � 0 whenever m � 0 and k � l,
and likewise with a replaced by a�. Moreover, one easily computes that the commutation relation
v�L0� � L0�a

� holds. Using then the concrete form for the Grs in the previous Proposition, it is easy
to see that

ϕ�pL�0�Gpnqts q � 0 ñ s � t and n� 2t � 0.

Hence the only thing left to do is to prove that L0� is orthogonal to Gp�2tq
tt for t P Z0. But suppose

this were not so. Then as Gp�2tq and Gp0q are irreducible, we would necessarily get that they are

isomorphic, again by the orthogonality relations. As the inner product of L0� with all Gp�2tq
rs except

r, s � t is zero, this would then imply that L0� must be a scalar multiple of Gp�2tq
tt , which is equivalent

with saying that ptpb�b; 1, 0 | q2q is a scalar multiple of the unit. As the spectrum of b�b is not finite,
and ptpx; 1, 0 | q2q is a non-constant polynomial in x, we obtain a contradiction. Hence the Gpnq are
mutually non-isomorphic.

We end by showing that the Gpnqts have a σ-weakly dense linear span in N . Consider, for k, t P N, the

element Gp�2t�kq
t,t�k . Then, up to a non-zero constant, this equals the element L0�b

kptpb�b; q2k, 0 | q2q.
As the ptpx; q2k, 0 | q2q are polynomials of degree t, we conclude that the linear span of the Gp�2t�kq

t,t�k

contains all elements of the form L0�b
k�tpb�qt. A similar argument shows that the Gp�2s�kq

s�k,s contain

all elements of the form L0�b
spb�qs�k. Hence the linear span of all Gpnqts contains all elements of the

form L0�b
spb�qt for s, t P N. As this linear span is closed under left multiplication with powers of v,

we conclude that this linear span contains all elements of the form vnL0�b
spb�qt where n P Z, s, t P N.

As we can σ-weakly approximate elements of the form err b 1b Sk by elements in the linear span of

the bspb�qt, it follows immediately that the σ-weak closure of the linear span of the Gpnqts indeed equals
N � Bpl2pNq, l2pZqqb̄1bL pZq.
Corollary 8.6. 1. Up to isomorphism, there is only one irreducible rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation of

L8pSUqp2qq.
2. The von Neumann algebra pN (cf. Proposition 1.10) can be identified with `rPZBpl2pNqq.

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the previous proposition, Theorem 3.2.2 and
Proposition 3.8, as any Gpnq clearly implements the same irreducible rpN,∆N qs-corepresentation. The
second statement follows from Corollary 3.3.
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Proposition 8.7. Denote M � L8pSUqp2qq. The elements 1

qt
?

1�q2
Gpnqts ξM form an orthonormal ba-

sis of L 2pNq, and, under the identification L 2pNq Ñ `nPZpl2pNqb l2pNqq by sending 1

qt
?

1�q2
Gpnqts ξM

to en,t b en,s, the element ¸
nPZ

8̧

i,j�0

1b en,ts b Gpnqts P pN 1b̄N

equals rV .

Proof. Remark first that ϕ�ppGpnqts q�Gpnqru q � ϕ�pG�tsGruq. But as we have that

αpeijq �
¸
k,lPN

G�ikGjl b ekl

and pϕ� b ιqα � φα, it follows immediately that ϕ�pG�ikGjlq � δklδijp1 � q2qq2i. Combined with the

previous proposition, this proves that the 1

qt
?

1�q2
Gpnqts ξM form an orthonormal basis.

Now rV Gpnqij ξM b ξM �
¸
kPN

Gpnqik ξM b Gpnqkj ξM .

On the other hand, denoting rV 1 � °nPZ
°8
i,j�0 1b en,ts b Gpnqts , we have

rV 1 Gpnqij ξM b ξM � qi
a

1� q2
¸
kPN

en,i b en,k b Gpnqkj ξM

�
¸
kPN

Gpnqik ξM b Gpnqkj ξM .

As ξM is separating for N , this shows that rV � rV 1.

One may deduce from this that the ordinary matrix units en,ts in pN � `nPNBpl2pNqq are of the
form we required in the first section, namely their corresponding vectors en,t P l2pNq are eigenvectors
for the trace class operator T implementing φα (it should be remarked that we are implicitly using
Proposition 3.11 here).

We now remark that in [9], we had already computed that the reflection of L8pSUqp2qq across
pN,∆N q (see section 4 for the terminology) may be identified with Woronowicz’s quantum group
L8p rEqp2qq (see [35]), which has as its associated von Neumann algebra

L8p rEqp2qq � Bpl2pZqqb̄1b̄L pZq � BpL 2pNqq.
Now it is known (see [2]) that this is a unimodular quantum group, with its invariant nsf weight ϕ0

determined by
ϕ0peij b Skq � δijδk,0q

2i.

Proposition 8.8. The modular element δ
pN

(see Theorem 2.9.2) equals `nPZq2nT 2 P pN , where T P
Bpl2pNqq is the operator Tei � q2iei.

Proof. Denote again by An the n-th component of δ
pN

in pN . Then by Proposition 4.3.3, we know
that An � d2

nT
2 for some dn ¡ 0. Moreover, by Proposition 8.7 and Theorem 4.2, we know that

ϕ0pGpnq00 pGpnq00 q�q � 1
p1�q2qd2

n
. So to know dn, we should compute ϕ0pvnL0�L

�
0�pv�qnq. But as σϕ0

t pvq �
q�2itv, we have that ϕ0pvnL0�L

�
0�pv�qnq � q�2nϕ0pL0�L

�
0�q. As the dn are only determined up to a

fixed scalar multiple anyway, we see that we may take dn � qn, which ends the proof.
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Proposition 8.9. For all m,n P Z and i, j, k, l P N, we have

ϕ0pGpnqij pGpmqkl q�q � δmnδikδjl
1

q2n�2j
.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2 and the previous proposition, we have that

ϕ0pGpnqij pGpmqkl q�q � δmnδikδjl
c

q2n�2j

for a certain constant c. This constant is precisely the number ϕ0pL0�L
�
0�q which we neglected to

compute in the previous proposition. But

ϕ0pL0�L0�q �
¸
kPZ

q2kpq2k�2; q2q8

� pq2; q2q8
¸
kPN

q2k

pq2; q2qk
� 1,

by the q-binomial theorem.

Remark: These orthogonality relations can also be written out in terms of the Wall polynomials pn.
Then one would simply get back the well-known orthogonality relations between these polynomials
(see e.g. [19], equation (2.6)), from which the above orthogonality relations can also be directly de-
duced.

As a final computation, let us determine the fusion rules between the Gpnq and the irreducible corep-
resentations Ur of L8pSUqp2qq (where r P 1

2N).

Proposition 8.10. For all n P Z and r P 1
2N, we have

Gpnq � Ur � `2r
i�0Gpn�2r�2iq.

Proof. By multiplying to the left with powers of v, it is easy to see that the fusion rules are invariant
under translation of n. We may therefore restrict to the case n � 0.

It is then well-known that if we consider L8pS2
q0q as an L8pSUqp2qq-comodule, the coaction α splits

as `sP 1
2
NU2s. From the proof of Proposition 3.9 and the remark preceding it, we obtain that G � Ur

will then split as a direct sum of less than 2r � 1 corepresentations. By the orthogonality relations

between the Gpnqij , it then suffices to find in each Gp2i�2rq, with 0 ¤ i ¤ 2r, a component which has
non-trivial scalar product with a matrix element of G � Ur.

By looking at the border of Ur, and by using G
p0q
00 � L0�, we find in G � Ur the elements L0�a

ib2r�i

(up to a non-zero scalar), where i P N with i ¤ 2r. It is then enough to find inside Gp2i�2rq some
element which has non-trivial scalar product with L0�a

ib2r�i. But by an easy computation, we
have L0�a � vL0�p1 � b�bq, and then by induction L0�a

ib2r�i � viL0�pq�2ib�b; q2qib2r�i. On the

other hand, Gp2i�2rq
0,2r�i equals viL0�b

2r�i, up to a scalar. As pq�2ib�b; q2qipb�bq2r�iL�0�L0� is a non-zero

positive operator, we find that indeed ϕ�ppGp2i�2rq
0,2r�i q�L0�a

ib2r�iq � 0, which then finishes the proof.
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Remarks:

1. By the discussion following Proposition 3.9, we could also have deduced these fusion rules directly
from [28], as the multiplicity diagram of the ergodic coaction of SUqp2q on the standard Podles̀
sphere is explictly computed there.

2. In [11], we discussed the ‘reflection technique’ (cf. section 4) with respect to another action
of SUqp2q on a type I factor, namely the von Neumann algebraic completion of its action on
the ‘quantum projective plane’ (see e.g. [15]). We showed that the reflected quantum group in

this case was the extended �SU qp1, 1q quantum group of Koelink and Kustermans ([18]). This

shows in particular that the Galois co-object p rN,∆
rN
q constructed from the quantum projective

plane action is different from the one we considered in this section. In fact, as the multiplic-
ity diagram of this action was explicitly computed in [28], we see that the p rN,∆

rN
q-projective

representations of SUqp2q are labeled by the forked half-line t0�, 0�u Y N0 (again by the dis-

cussion following Proposition 3.9). Now it can be shown that the quantum group �SU qp1, 1q
contains only two group-like unitaries. By Proposition 3.5 of [10], this implies that the asso-
ciated rp rN,∆

rN
qs-projective corepresentations still form a (countably) infinite family (which in

fact will be parametrized by N, as obtained from t0�, 0�u Y N0 by identifying 0� with 0�).
We do not know if this family of ‘ergodic actions on type I factors’ already occurs somewhere
in the literature. At the moment, we have not even succeeded in explicitly describing these
ergodic coactions, except for two cases. One case is the action on the quantum projective plane
itself, which we will denote as α. The other coaction rα is obtained by amplifying with the spin
1/2-representation U1{2 of SUqp2q:

rα : BpHαq bM2pCq ÑMb̄BpHαq bM2pCq : xÑ pU1{2q�13pαb ιqpxqpU1{2q13.

Note that this is still irreducible, as the spectral decomposition of α only contains corepresenta-
tions corresponding to even integer spin by [28] (see the proof of Proposition 3.9). Remark that
the ergodic coaction rα is not isomorphic to a coideal of SUqp2q (again by [28]).
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